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Traded Goods Component Profile  

•  A program component profile is usually one major output 
of an evaluation assessment. It is a description of the 
background of the program component, including its mandate, 
objectives, activities, and resources, as well as a 
statement of the program component's structure. Much of the 

information in the profile is an important input into 

subsequent tasks of the assessment, including the 
determination of issues, feasible evaluation methodologies 
and options on further evaluation work. 

This annex is the Traded Goods program component 

profile. 

1.0 Component Mandate  

The Traded Goods program component is mandated to 
develop appropriate standards and regulations for the 

composition, quantity, quality, labelling, packaging and 

other disclosure of information for traded goods identified 

under specified Acts. To this end, the program component 

monitors developments in the market and prepares 

recommendations for legislative/regulatory changes in 

consultation with consumer/trader associations, other 

departments and levels of government and international 

standards writing associations. It also makes available to 

the appropriate audience(s) full information concerning the 

standards and regulations. 

2.0 Responsibilities  

.The component is responsible for the administration of 

a wide range of Acts and regulations, some of which come 
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under the jurisdiction of other federal departments and 

provincial governments and others which solely come under 

the jurisdictioli of Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada 

(CCAC). In general terms, the Acts and regulations deal 

with composition, quantity, quality, labelling, packaging 

and other disclosure of information pertaining to specific 

traded goods. 

Several Acts are administered in whole or in part by 

the component, as indicated below: 

- Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act: The Act 

comes under the exclusive responsibility of 

Consumer and Corporate Affairs. .It provides 

the basic rules for labelling, including the 

questions of standardization of package sizes, 

bilingual labelling, and the prohibition of 

false or misleading information on all consumer 

packages. Other legislation must be in line 

with this Act insofar as packaging and 

labelling is concerned. The energy consumption 

• labelling on major household appliances 

(Energuide) also falls within the purview of 

this Act. 

- Precious Metals Marking Act: This Act, 

administered in whole by Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs, provides standards of quality, marking 

and identification of precious metal articles. 

- Textile Labelling Act: This Act, administered 

exclusively by Consumer and Corporate'Affairs 

provides standards for the labelling and 

identification of textile articles. 
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-  National Trade Mark and True Labelling Act: 

The Act is fully administered by the 

Department. It includes Fur Labelling 

Regulations dealing with the prevention of 

fraud in labelling and advertising of fur 

articles, as well as the Canada standard size 

labelling program for textile products. 

- Food and Drug Act: The administration of this 

Act is shared with National Health and 

Welfare. The Traded Goods component's role is 

an advisory and consultative one as regards the 

development of new regulations or amendments to 

existing ones. The interest of the component 

is in the conformity of labelling, advertising, 

nutritional claims and other information 

concerning foods. 

- Canada Agricultural Products Standards Act: 

Responsibility for this Act is shared with 

Agriculture Canada. This Act basically 

provides grade and quality standards. As with 

the Food and Drug Act, the component's role is 

mainly an advisory and consultative one as 

regards the development of new regulations or 

amendments to existing ones. 

In addition to the above, the component provides 

advice concerning the development of standards/regulations 

under Acts whose responsibility lies with other federal 

departments.' This is the case for the Meat Inspection and 

Fish -Inspection Acts which fall under the mandate of the 

departments of Agriculture Canada and Fisheries and Oceans 

respectively. 
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In addition to its responsibilities relating to the 

specified legislation noted above, the component administers 

the following programs: 

- Energuide 

- Canadian Care Labelling Program 

- Canada Standard Size Program. 

These programs are briefly described in the sections below. 

2.1 Energuide Program  

Energuide is a national program which informs the 

consumer of energy conservation and money saving 
opportunities in the home through energy consumption 

labelling (kWh/month) of all major household electrical 

appliances. The Energuide program consists of the following 

elements: 

- regulations under the Consumer Packaging and  

Labelling Act  that require major household 

electrical appliances to carry a label stating 

the energy consumption of each appliance; 

- energy consumption standards, test procedures 

and inspection activities to provide credible 
energy consumption ratings for each appliance 

model; and 

- a program to inform consumers about Energuide 

and to educate them as to how they can conserve 

energy through better use, care and maintenance 

of existing appliance in their homes. 

The labelling program provides the government with a 

means of intervention to remedy the general type of market 
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failure arising from insufficient market information. While 

a regulation requires the energy consumption labelling, it 

makes relative modest demands on the behaviour of 
appliance producers. Thus, the program is an alternative to 

restrictive government regulations which enforce specific 

design characteristics and performance standards, and which, 

thereby, substantially reduce the role and influence of 

market forces (Bushfield, 1980).* 

The Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 

contracts with the Canada Standards Association (CSA) to 

undertake standards development, testing inspection and 

monitoring. In collaboration with CSA, CCAC produces 

Energuide Directories for major household electrical 

appliances which list appliances by model, manufacturer, 
retailer, capacity, freezing capability and energy 

consumption ratings. The Department of Energy, Mines and 

Resources assists in funding the marketing aspects of the 

program. 	 • 

The program is intended to affect consumers, retailers 

and manufacturers in the following manner: 

- Consumers can see the dollar savings that can 

be realized by choosing an appliance model that 

consumes less energy. As well, consumers can 

direct product improvement through the purchase 

of an appliance that consumes less energy. 

- Appliance manufacturers have a distinct 

comparison between the energy characteristics 

of their products and those of their - 

* Bushfield, Roy, An Energy Conservation Program for Major  

Household Electrical Applicances, 1980. 
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competitors. The energy consumption figures 
contained within the Energuide Directories 
should/act as a positive incentive and stimulus 
for manufacturers to continue to improve the 
energy efficiency of their product. 

- Retailers use the Energuide label to help their 
customers in making a purchasing decision - a 
decision which combines energy characteristics 
with other physical and price features. 

2.2 Canadian Care Labelling Program  

The Canadian Care Labelling Program is a voluntary 
program which assists consumers, dry cleaners and commercial 
laundering establishments to select the proper cleaning 
procedure for a particular article with the assistance of 
care labels. Besides indicating how to clean an article, 

the care label provides assurance that the article will meet 

certain standards of colour fastness and dimensional 

stability, and indicates the effect of retained chlorine and 
maximum safe ironing temperature. The care labels do not 
guarantee that an article is durable or meets other 
performance criteria. 

The Canada care label consists of five basic symbols in 

three basic colours and are registered Canadian trade marks 

of CCAC. The label material and symbols, as well as the 

method of attachment used must be sufficiently durable so 

that the symbols and required information are legible 

throughout the useful life of the textile. 

CCAC verifies ,any complaints in regard to the program. 

In addition, labelling surveys and inspections are conducted 

to monitor that labels are presented in the correct format. 
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Sampling surveys are also performed to assess the 
accuracy of the labels by actual laboratory tests. Any 
errors which arp discovered are discussed with the 

manufacturer/importer/retailer (whose identity is given on 

the fibre content label) so that he is made aware of the 

problem and can act to resolve it. Where recalcitrant 
misuse of the trade marks is detected, civil action may be 
undertaken under the Trade Marks Act or criminal action 
under the Criminal Code or the Textile Labelling Act. The 
major problems which are found concern errors in the colour 
fastness and dimensional stability as well as errors in 

shading, order of symbols or permanency of the label. 

2.3 Canada Standard Sizing Program 

The Canada Standard Sizing (CSS) Program is designed to 

make available standard body sizes and standard size 

designations for articles of infant's, children's and 

women's clothing so that garments providing an acceptable 

fit can be selected. The consumer benefits because there is 

assurance of a consistent fit with clothing conforming to 

Canada Standard Size specifications and buying by phone and 

mail order is facilitated. In addition, manufacturers and 

retailers benefit as a result of the reduction in the number 

of garments returned because of poor fit. 

The CSS program is not a mandatory one. Manufacturers 

need not conform to CSS specifications. However, if dealers 

wish to apply the CSS national trade mark to garments, they 

must conform to section 4 of the National Trade Mark Garment 

Sizing Regulations. The standards which have been developed 

under.  the CSS program are specified in the schedule to these 

regulations. 

The CSS program publishes standards of three types: 
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- Basic standards which outline the development 

of the system and provide data in tabular form 

on body,.dimensions for standard sizes covering 

all of the population; 

- Modifications to basic standards to make the 

system conform more closely with the present 

trade practice; and 

- Dimensional standards, which outline 

specifications for a particular garment for a 

specific group in the population. 

The development of standards is the responsibility of 

the Committee on the Standardization of Garment Sizes. This 

Committee researches, writes,and amends both the body 

standards and dimensional standards for children's, infant's 

and women's size ranges. It is composed of representatives 

from Canadian garment manufacturers' associations, 

retailers, textile testing laboratories, consumer groups and 

government departments. 

The Traded Goods program evaluation component assists 

in the interpretation of the National Trade Mark Garment 

Sizing Regulations. It also assists in the registration of 

complaints about garments which do not apply to the 

requirements of the National Trade Mark Garment Sizing 

Regulations. As well, it monitors adherence to the National 

Trade Mark Garment Sizing Regulations since violators are 

liable on summary conviction or conviction on indictment to 

a fine or to'imprisonment. 

3.0 Component Description  

According to the 1982-83 Implementation Plan, the 

Traded Goods component is described as a sub-activity 

I .  
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responsible, in whole or in part, for the administration of 
several Federal Acts with supporting regulations. These 
Acts and regulations mainly concern the consumer's right to 
information andYto honesty and fair dealing. More specifi-
cally these Acts and regulations deal with packaging, label-
ling, quality, quantity, composition and advertising of both 
food and non-food consumer goods. The component also 
administers a number of voluntarY programs (Canada Standard 
Sizing and Canada Care Labelling Programs). 

There are five main product areas, within which the 
Traded Goods program component operates. These five product 
areas are foods, textiles and clothing, precious metals 
marking and Energuide. The Headquarters staff of the 
Consumer Products Branch is mainly responsible for policy 
and program development, program design, monitoring and 

evaluation. It also provides strategic and functional 
advice and technical expertise. Although field staff are 
mainly responsible for the enforcement aspects (to be 
discussed in the Deceptive Marketing Practices assessment 
study) of the Acts and regulations developed by the Traded 
Goods component, they provide from time to time input to 
policy and program development and trader/consumer informa-
tion programs. 

Objectives  

The Traded Goods program component is part of the 
Consumer Products Branch of the Consumer Affairs Bureau of 
the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. As stated 
in the 1983-1984 Operational Plan, the strategic objective 
of the Consumer Affairs Bureau is: 

"To contribute to the integrity and viability 
of the market economy and to strengthen the 
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position of the individual consumer in the . 

marketplace by promoting the right to honesty  
and fair dealing; to safety; to information and  
to be heard." 

The Bureau is responsible for the formulation and 

implementation of policies and legislation in matters that 
impact on the consumer interest. It sets and maintains 

standards for procedures, traders and retailers in the 

interest of informing and protecting consumers and promoting 

fair dealing and orderliness in the marketplace. 

In order to achieve its objective, the Bureau of 

Consumer Affairs is divided into five sub-activities, (four 

operational, one administrative). Each of the four opera-

tional ones is responsible for the promotion of the consum-

er's rights. The 	main strategic objectives of these four 

operational sub-activities' are described below: 

- Consumer Services Branch:  promotes the effec-
tiveness of the consumer in the marketplace and 

his right to information and to be heard. To 

this end, the Branch provides information, 

handles complaints and enquiries, funds 

consumer groups and represents the consumer 

interest in policy development by government 

and business. 

- Legal Metrology Branch:  administers the 

Weights and Measures  and Electricity and Gas  
legislation and regulations to promote the 

consumer's right to honesty and fair dealing. 

• To do so, it ensures accuracy of measurement in 

marketplace transactions, approves weighing and 

measuring devices and calibrates weighing and 
measuring reference standards. 
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- Product Safety Branch:  administers the 

Hazardous Products Act  and regulations to 

promote the consumer right to safety. Through 

this Act'and regulations the Branch ensures 

that products meet, minimum standards of safety 

and that consumers are aware of potential 

health and safety hazards. 

- Consumer Products Branch:  administers in whole 

or in part various Acts/regulations to promote 

consumer effectiveness in the marketplace and 

the right to information. To this end, it 

ensures that quality standards are met for 

certain consumer products/commodities and that 

consumer choice is facilitated through the 

appropriate labelling and packaging of 

products/commodities; also, and it provides 

information to traders/consumers organizations. 

Since the Traded Goods component is part of the 

Consumer Products Branch's activities, more details on the 

objectives and operation of this Branch are presented in the 

following sections. 

The Operations Review report of the Consumer Products 

Sub-activity (1981)* describes its strategic objective as: 

"to facilitate effective consumer choice". The two 

sub-objectives of the sub-activity are stated both in the 

Operations Review report and in the 1983-1984 Operational 

Plan, as follows: 

"To protect against product misrepresentation 

through detection, control and preventr6n; and 

* Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Operations Review of the 

Consumer Products Sub-Activity, 1981. 
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To enhance the ability of the consumer to 
differentiate among product choices." 

These two sub-objectives were retained as the main 

objectives of the Traded Goods component. However the first 

one was truncated by removing "detection and control" which 

would be more appropriate to the statement of one of the 

objectives for the Deceptive Marketing Practices program 

evaluation component. 

5.0 Organization  

As indicated earlier, the Traded Goods program 

evaluation component is the responsibility of the Consumer 

Products Branch which is part of the Consumer Affairs 

Bureau, one of four operational bureaux of the Department of 

Consumer Affairs. The Consumer Affairs Bureau is organized 

into five Headquarters' branches - Consumer Services, 

Product Safety, Consumer Products, Legal Metrology and 

Management Services and five regional directorates - 

Pacific, Prairie, Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic. 

The present Consumer Products Branch is the successor 

to the former Consumer Fraud Protection Branch. At the 

Headquarters level, the Branch is headed by a Branch 

Director, who reports to the Assistant Deputy Minister, 

Bureau of Consumer Affairs. The responsibility of the 

Branch Director, as stated in his job description (dated 

October 27, 1980), is to ensure that the Consumer Products 

activity actually operates to provide consumers with 

adequate protection at a minimum of governmental and 

industrial cost. 

Five division chiefs report to the Branch Director and 

they are organized according to the following areas: 
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- retail food 
- manufactured food 
- merchandise standards 
- program,  co-ordination 

- energy program. 

The structure has been developed partially along 
product lines and partially along trade level and legisla-
tive lines. A number of product staff specialists support 
the division chiefs in carrying out their duties. 

The operations at the field report to the Assistant 
Deputy Minister, Consumer Affairs through five Regional 
Directors. According to his job description (dated June 16, 

1980) the Regional Director, ensures that the resources 
utilized to meet departmental objectives are efficiently and 
effectively managed. 

Within each region, a Regional Manager of Consumer 
Products reports to the Regional Director. Each regional 
office has a small support staff and several specialists in 
one or more of the legislative areas administered by 
Consumer Products. At the field level or district office, 
staff consists of District Managers and generalist inspec-
tors, often supported by product specialists. 

The involvement of the Consumer Products Branch field 
staff 	 in the delivery of the Traded Goods compo- 	we 

nent's activities and outputs is minimal and Headquarters 

staff have functional but no line responsibility over field 
staff. 

Resources  

The resources available to the Consumer Products Branch 

for the fiscal year were as follows in 1982-1983 according 
the Implementation Plan: 
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PY 	 0 & M  

($000) 

Atlantic 	 28 	 166 

Quebec 	 64.5 	 213 

Ontario 	 78 	 287 

Prairies 	 44.5 	 238 

Pacific 	 27 	 138 

Headquarters 	 36 	 995*  

278 	 2,037 

* Includes $630,000 Energuide contract funds. 

There is no budget for the "Traded Goods" component 

itself. Since the Traded Goods program evaluation component 

is mainly the responsibility of Headquarters, the resources 

attributed to the component in 1982-83 have been roughly 

estimated at $995,000 and 36 person-years. This estimate 

takes into account neither field operations involvement in 

the Traded Goods component activities nor the Headquarters 

participation in the Deceptive Marketing Practices component 

activities through the review of labels and approval of 

advertising under the Canadian Broadcasting Act. 

Activities  

The Traded Goods program evaluation component performs 

several activities in undertaking to enhance the ability of 

consumers to differentiate between products and to protect 

against product misrepresentation. These activities are 

described briefly in the following paragraphs. 

Identification of Market Failures  

This activity includes the identification and defini-

tion of market failures which result in consumer problems 
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and the analysis of the causes for such market failures. 
There are several ways by which market failures may be 
identified, including: 

- marketing analysis; 

- analysis of laboratory results; 

- analysis of compliance rates, dollars at risk; 
- participation on consumer/trader committees, 

standards committees; 

- analysis of complaints and enquiries; 

- review of existing legislation (regulatory review); 

and 

- study of new developments, industry trends. 

The type of market failure we are concerned with, in 
general terms, is an existing or suspected inadequate provi-

sion of market relevant information and/or undesirable 

marketplace practice relating to the packaging, quantity, 

labelling, quality, composition and advertising of food and 

non-food products. The problems to be addressed by the 

Traded Goods program Component are the ones which require 

policy and/or regulatory action such as development of new 

regulations or amendment to existing ones. 

The Traded Goods staff priorize the need to resolve 

identified problems according to a number of factors. The 

criteria which help determine the relative importance of a 

particular problem are enumerated below (adapted from In-

House Seminar, Food Division, Consumer Fraud Protection 

Program, 1978): 

- the nature of the item associated with the problem; 

the variety and quantity of items which- are affected 

by the particular problem; 
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- the cost of the item; 
- the availability of the item; 
- the status of the problem (ie., long-standing, dimi-

nishinq;or increasing); 
- the amount of consumer expenditures on the item; 
- the importance of the principle violated; 
- the extent of consumer awareness about the problem; 
- the ability of consumers to counteract the problem; 
- the number and type of consumers requiring 

protection; 

- the knowledge of industry about the problem; 
- the ability of industry to resolve the problem; 
- the degree to which education is a factor; and 
- the amount of resources which can be devoted to 

resolving the problem. 

It is apparent that a careful analysis of the above 
mentioned factors will result in a hierarchy of problems. 
Some of these problems will be given more immediate atten-
tion because of their seriousness and others may be deferred 
or not resolved at all because of their minor seriousness. 

Consultation Process  

In assessing the possible alternatives or options for 

coping with emerging/identified problem areas, Traded Goods 
staff do not operate in isolation. The staff consult with 
industry and consumer groups, and other government depart-
ments and agencies in order to discuss the problem, develop 
options and obtain consensus on an optimal solution. 

Consultations with other government departments and 
agencies are also carried out whenever areas of'potential 
duplication or overlap arise and decisions must be made as 
to who should best handle a particular problem and/or how to 

best coordinate efforts. 
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7.3 Handling Complaints and Enquiries  

The Comporipnt handles complaints and enquiries received 
from consumers, industries, other government departments 
and/or agencies and the media concerning the component's 

activities, services or legislation. This activity provides 

a useful tool to the problem identification activity since 

it identifies problems/trends in the marketplace and hence, 

the need for new regulations, clarification of policy, 

change in inspection emphasis, etc. The activity is also 
beneficial in that it may result in corrective action being 

taken on a valuable product. 

7.4 Development, Revision of Standards/Regulations or Other  

Mechanisms  

Where appropriate, the Traded Goods staff develop or 

amend standards, regulations, communiqués and guidelines as 

a mechanism for resolving an identified market failure. In 

the development or revision of regulations/standards, staff 

consult with industry, consumer groups and other government 

departments and/or agencies. 

In cases where CCAC does not have responsibility for an 

Act, but shares in its administration, the Component 

provides input and advice to the responsible department in 

regard to new or revised legislation. The responsible 

department is not mandated to accept the recommendations 

provided; however the Component may stop, at the Privy 

Council Office level, any piece of legislation with which it 

is not in agreement.  Further processing of the legislation 

can only take place when all parties concerned , approve the 

provisions of the legislation. 

The Component also participates in the work on national 

and international (Codex Alimentarius Commission) standards 
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writing organizations. This allows for the monitoring of 
existing and emerging problem areas in the marketplace and 
constitutes a forum for discussing and resolving the same. 

In resolving a particular problem, Traded Goods staff 
consider a number of options and evaluate the impact of each 
option. This evaluation takes into account the economic, 
consumer, political, legal and other implications of the 
option considered to resolve the identified problem. The 
options may include revisions to existing regulations, 
development of guidelines, changes in policy, a ban on 
product, institution of a self-regulating industry 
committee, etc. 

Development of Information/Education Programs  

The Branch is responsible for the preparation and 
• delivery of seminars, media interviews, meetings and 

materials for traders, trade organizations, consumers and 
consumer organizations. This activity attempts to develop a 
higher level of consumer and trader awareness and under-
standing of legislative requirements. These information/ 

education activities are sometimes performed as an alterna-
tive to direct inspection for achieving marketplace compli-
ance. They also constitute means to prevent product misre-
presentations and enhance consumers' ability to differenti-
ate among product choices. The activities are undertaken 
both by Headquarters and field staff. 

It is generally felt that market failures are more the 

result of ignorance and careless procedures than deliberate 
attempts to defraud the public. Therefore, through the 

- 
provision of information, the cooperation and goodwill of 

traders may be obtained so that agreement on remedies other 
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than mandatory standards to corret market failures could be 
reached. This in turn may result in a general improvement 
in the marketplàce and a11oW for the resources of the 
Branch to concentrate on more difficult cases. 

Most of the work involved in the enforcement aspect of 

the relevant statutory requirements and the detection of 
violations of these requirements stresses the information 
activity. For example, during an inspection, the inspector 

informs traders of the provisions of the acts enforced by 
the Branch and explains the meaning and purposes of the acts 
in clear terms, defining the trader's responsibilities and 

showing the trader how to comply. This aspect of the 
dissemination of consumer/trader information will be treated 
at length in the evaluation assessment study for the 
Deceptive Marketing Practices component which will be 
undertaken in the near future. 

7.6 Develop Procedures  

The Traded Goods component is responsible for the 

development/revision/monitoring of a large number of Acts 

and regulations. Thus, the Consumer Products component, 
primarily at Headquarters, develops and updates policy and 

procedures manuals, training modules, technical manuals, 

interpretations and enforcement policies. 

As well, the component develops and distributes guides 

to manufacturers and advertisers which provide 

interpretation and applications of existing legislation. 

8.0 Logic Model  

An important part of an evaluation assessment is the 

development of a logic model for the program under 
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consideration. This is a causal model which will constitute 

the conceptual framework for identifying standard evaluation 

questions regarding program objectives and logic as well as 

other concernsjor the subsequent evaluation. A logic model 

identifies program activities, outputs, impacts and/or 

objectives, as well as causal linkages among them. 

The model which has been developed for the Traded Goods 

program evaluation component has been produced: 

- on the basis of a review of documents 

including, Implementation Plan,  Multi-Year  

Operating Plan and Audit Review;  and 

- on the basis of interviews with program 

personnel. 

The logic model is shown in Exhibit 1 and page "Annex 

A-22" and is discussed below. 

The first row of the logic model depicts the range of 

activities performed by the component. These activities 

were discussed above and in general relate to regulatory and 

standard development/review and information. 

The second row of the model shows the outputs for each 

of the activities in the row above. For instance, the first 

activity, "identification of market failures, and analysis 

of the causes" results in the discovering of problems/issues 

in the marketplace and a priorization of these problems with 

respect to their seriousness. The activity "inform 

consumers  and traders", leads to a variety of information 

dissemination outputs such as information packages, seminars 

and booths. All the remaining activities and consequent 

outputs follow a similar pattern to the two examples cited. 
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The third and fourth rows describe the 
objectives/impacts of the activities and outputs (objectives 
are distinguished by an asterisk). Five major impacts are 

apparent, namely: 

- protection against product misrepresentations; 
- enhanced consumers' ability to differentiate among 

product choices; 
- changed level of competition; 

- increased government visibility in the marketplace; 

and 

- changed costs and prices. 

The impacts/effects identified by the objectives of the 

component are considered as the intended impacts and effects 

to be expected from the component while the others are 

unintended ones that could possibly flow from the 

component's activities and outputs. 
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Data base Review  

I - Introduction  

Identifyin'g and assessing data bases are essential 
steps in planning program evaluation studies. This report 
includes an elaboration of the major data bases related to 

the Traded Goods component found in the Consumer Products 

Branch of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. As well, some 
other internal and external sources of information were 

exlmined. Because of time and resource constraints, 
provincial government data bases were not included. 

These data bases are quite diverse in their nature. 

They consist of legal information, consumer complaints, and 
correspondence to and from a large number of audiences. 

Some are centrally located in the Records' Management 
facilities on the 18th Floor of Place du Portage Phase I. 
These files are generally well-indexed and cross-referenced, 

and can be easily located. In Consumer Products, MIS 

systems are being developed which will significantly improve 
the quality and quantity of effectiveness information in the 

next few years. Other files are held in the regional and/or 

district offices; while they are indexed often in the same 

fashion as Headquarters' files, the contents are often 

substantially different. 

Our methodology for this data base review began with a 

listing of potential evaluation issues related to the Traded 

Goods component that could possibly be discussed in the 

files contained in the Consumer Products Branch. The Branch 

was then contacted and a process of in-depth interviews and 

file investigation started. The same process was used in 

the District and Regional offices as well as other related 

C.C.A.C. branches and other federal government agencies and 

departments. 
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In Chapter II of this Annex, we will outline in detail 

the methodology that we used to identify the data bases and 

will explain the breakdown of their presentation. The third 
chapter will déscribe some of the major data bases which 
were examined. In this section we will point out potential 

problems which might arise when using these data bases for 

an evaluation. Our final chapter will consist of Tables of 

Investigation Results. 

II - Methodology 

For the purpose of this data base review, the following 

definition of the Traded Goods component is applied: 

"The Traded Goods program evaluation component  is 
mandated to correct market failures by ensuring 

the provision of adequate, relevant and accurate 

information to consumers through the development 

of appropriate standards and/or regulations 

concerning the composition, quantity, quality, 

labelling, packaging and other disclosures of 

information for a  wide variety of goods/ 
commodities being traded in the marketplace. 

These products/commodities include food, textiles, 

precious metals, other non-food products, and, 

through the Energuide program, major household 
appliances." 

At the initiation of this review, a listing was made of 

the potential evaluation issues, related to the Traded Goods 

component that could possibly be addressed through files or 

data bases contained in the Consumer Products Branch. 

Letters outlining these issues were sent to senior officers 

of the Branch: they then helped arrange meetings with those 

staff members who would be best prepared to discuss the 
data bases. Forms were designed which outlined the basic 
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required information. This information included: data base 

titles, location, format, type of information found in the 
data bases, &tiler comments (relevant to the data base), and 

a section to réiate a particular data base to one or more 

applicable evaluation issues. One of these forms has been 

filled out per data base reviewed. 

We then proceeded with interviews of branch staff. 

From these, more in-depth descriptions of the data bases 

were obtained and it was also possible to ascertain how the 

data bases are used in the work areas. The files were then 

investigated in terms of content and organization. When 
necessary, more detailed information was obtained on the 

more complicated file systems. 

Information flow was studied between related branches 

(such as Legal Services, Communications and Consumer 

Services), and their relevant files were reviewed. Regional 

and District offices of the Consumer Products Branch were 

visited and new files were investigated. Files that 

interrelate with Headquarters' data bases were also reviewed 

and similarities or differences have been noted where 

significant. Contacts were made with other government 

agencies and departments who work in conjunction with the 

consumer Products Branch examined in this report. 

III - Main Data Bases  

The following are more detailed descriptions of some of 

the data bases or systems that were found  in the 

investigation. Their structure is explained in more detail 

and parallels or differences either in form  or content 

betwéen Headquarters, Regional or District offices are 

stressed. 
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3.1 HEADQUARTERS' DIVISION FILES  

- These files, relating to Consumer Products Branch, 
2 resemble in organization (subject indexing and unique 

numbering) the specialist files held in the Regional 

offices. Some of the file blocks use different titles, and 

thus the "Retail Food Division Files" correspond to the 

Regional "Agricultural Products Files", "Merchandise 

Standards Division Files" parallel the "Precious Metals 

Marketing Files", with some tie to the "Textile Files", and 

the "Manufactured Food Division Files" are closest to the 

"Food Files" found in the Regions. There is also a "Textile 

Labelling" file set and a "Packaging and Labelling" file set 

held at Headquarters, and the same titles are used 

regionally. There is a file block relating to the 

"Energuide" program, which is unique to the Headquarters 

operation and will be discussed separately. 

The files kept at Headquarters will be found in 

Records' Management on the 18th Floor of Phase I, Place du 

Portage. In most cases, there is a manual describing the 

subject and numbering systems. The only exception is the 

"Retail Food Division" Files. These files are cross-indexed 

via a linedex, but this does reflect Records' Management 

numbering and subject systems. The "Manufactured Food 

Division Files" and the "Textile Labelling Files" have 

enriched access, since there is not only the Records' 

Management Manual descriptions but linedex cross-referencing 

as well. 

The Headquarter's Consumer Products Files differ from 

those of the Regions, reflecting the role of the - 
Headquarter's office. These files tend to be mainly 

correspondence and reflect a policy/directional role rather 

than the Regional and Districts Complaint handling/ 

enforcement/prosecution roles. The files contain a large 
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amount of correspondence regarding regulations and their I interpretation, Branch policy, and directives and 

instructions to regional or District staff. Technical 

I information wili also be found in these file blocks, as will 
some limited market surveys. All file blocks in each 

, subject grouping contain information on cooperation and I r , 	 liaison with associations, foundations, and other government 

I 	
departments - both federal and provincial. Actual 

"Complaints and Inquiries" may be found in these files, but 

only in cases  where Regional specialists have felt the need I to seek back-up advice from Headquarter's personnel. Thus, 
Headquarter's product files would not be sufficient on their 

I own when studying a particular product. 

A brief description of the file groupings follow: 

3.1.1 Merchandise Standards Division Files  

This file set encompasses "Precious Metal Marking" and 

"Textile Trade Marks". There is information on "Fur-Garment 

Marking". The files are broadly broken down, as follows: 

- Merchandise Standard Division - General. 

- Fur - Garment Marking - General. 

- Fur - Cooperation and Liaison. 

- Fur - Surveillance and Enforcement - General. These 

contain general policy information and directives to 

Regional and District Staff. 

- 
- Fur - Surveillance and Enforcement - Companies. 

This grouping includes inquiries, interpretations, 

warnings etc. They are kept in alphabetical order 
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by the name of the companies, but they are not as 
reliable as the district "Establishment files". 

- Precio /s Metals Marking - General. 

- Precious Metals Marking - Cooperation and Liaison. 

- Precious Metals Marking - Surveillance and 
Enforcement - General. These files are parallel in 
content to the "Fur - Surveillance and Enforcement - 
General". 

- Precious Metals Marking - Surveillance and 
Enforcement - Companies. The same situation exists 
in these files as for "Fur - Surveillance and 
Enforcement - Companies". 

- Precious Metal Marking - Foreign Government marks. 
This block contains files on hallmarks and quality 
marks used internationally. 

- Precious Metals Marking - National Mark. 

- Precious Metals Marking - Trade marks. 

3.1.2 Retail Food Division Files  

These are the files which have no Records Management 
manual available at Headquarters. They tend to contain the 

same type of classifications as the Merchandise Standards 

files. There are some files indexed under "Enforcement 
Program" relating to prosecutions, but it would be better to 

research this type of information at a Regional level to 

ensure completeness. A "Commodity" file set exists with 
this grouping, but this has only resulted from specific 
studies and is not really that closely aligned to the 
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Regional food product files. These particular Headquarter's 

files contain very good information on Federal and 
Provincial Legislation as well as on Federal-Provincial 

agreements in the area of inspection. 

3.1.3 Packaging and Labelling Division Files  

This set has been broken down into nine broad 

categories and then sub-divided more specifically within 

these categories when warranted. The broad categories are: 

- General 

- Canadian Standards Board Committee 

- Meetings 

- Cooperation and Liaison 

- Enforcement Program 

- Labelling 

- Packaging 

- Quality Assurance 

- Surveillance program 

- Products. 

The unique set entitled "Canadian Standards Board 

Committee meetings" holds correspondence, meeting notes and 

standards. There are specific sub-sets covering the "Shop 

Canada" and "Made in Canada" programs, furniture polish and 

nutritional testing for pet food. The "Labelling" and 

"Packaging" files have general correspondence as well as 

reports of projects relating to these areas, i.e., the 

Bilingualism Labelling Program or specific product 

packaging studies, e.g., on mustard or ketchup. Again, for 

the Surveillance and Enforcement issue, there is coverage in 

these files, but it would be better to study them at the 

Regional level. 
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3.1.4 Textile Labelling Files  

This file grouping is broken into twelve broad 

categories, wiliCh parallel the other file sets already 

discussed. There are, however, specialized files such as 

the block entitled "Canada Standard Size Program" which 

includes policy information, complaints and inquiry 
correspondance, garment sizes and the regulations and 

amendments to the National Trade Mark Act. The "Care 
Labelling Program" files contains general information as 

well as complaints and inquiries relating to the program and 

rulings under the program. Files relating to care labelling 

symbols and dry cleaning and laundering are also maintained. 

3.1.5 Manufactured Food Division Files  

Eleven broad categories, broken down more specifically 

within the categories, are used for this file set. These 

files again reflect the other Headquarter's files already 
discussed for their organization and content. A unique ' 

grouping is the file block entitled "Advertising", which 

Covers advertising of food products by Associations or 

other groups and advertising of specific products, i.e., 

"Advertising-General-Beef-Carcass by Grade." There are 

further specific food product files contained in the 

Labelling and Packaging blocks. 

3.1.6 Energuide Files  

These files are kept in the Headquarter's office of the 

Program Director of the Consumer Products' Branch on the 

16th floor of Phase I, Place du Portage. They are opened, 

labelled and indexed by Records' Management on the 18th 

floor of Place du Portage Phase I and a Records' Management 

• manual is available there describing the unique subject and 
numbering system used. The Energuide program has no 
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district or regional staff working on it, so there are no 

corresponding files at this level. Inspections for this 

program are dàne by employees of the Canadian Standards' 

Association (CSA) and not by the Department. The files 

reflect heavily the special relationship with CSA and they 

contain standards, ballots, correspondence and committee 

meeting minutes. There are thirteen broad subject headings, 

which are: 

- Energy efficiency program (general) 

- Contracts/regulations 

- Standards/ballots 

- Technical subcommittees (meetings/agenda of 

meetings) 

- Cooperation and liaison 

- Steering committee on performance of electrical 

products 

- TEC PEC (meeting) 

- Project status reports 

- Energuide directory and press releases 

- Administration/policy/rulings/enforcement 

- Marketing and Advertising program 

- Branch administration 

3.1.7 Regulatory Review Binders  

These binders, maintained in the office of the Director 

of the Consumer Products Branch at Headquarters in Hull, 

represent a complete data base related to this branch's 

participation in the initial steps of regulatory review. 

Based on Treasury Board directives, the Department of 

Consumer and Corporate Affairs has done a review of all of 

its existing regulations. The Consumer Produàs Branch's 

six looseleaf volumes are: 

(1) Food and Drug Act Regulations 

(2) National Trade Mark and True Labelling Regulations 
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(3) Textile Labelling and Advertising Regulations 

(4) Consumer Products and Labelling Regulations 

•  (5) Consumer Packaging and Labelling Regulations 

(6) Canada Agricultural Products Standards 

Regulations. 

These looseleaf volumes represent the analysis done by 

the Headquarter's specialists who have incorporated 

commentary from field officers. The first page outlines the 

basic results of the review. For example, in the Food and 

Drug volume, this page indicates that 485 sections related 

to CCA activities were studied and that 281 should be 

retained, 118 require housekeeping changes, 114 should have 

further substantive study, I should be completely amended 

and 1 should be repealed. The volume for National Trade 

Mark and True Labelling Regulations indicates an even 

greater need for change. The next pages cross-tabulate 

products or commodities to regulations and the more complete 

discussion within the text. The final segment is the 

narrative which outlines the reasons .for the 

recommendations. These recommendations for change could be 

based on the issue of necessity, enforcement, redundancy or 

relevance to today's consumer. Changes to the regulations 

to the Food and Drug Act must be agreed upon by the 

Ministers of Health and Welfare and Consumer and Corporate 

' Affairs. The others are the responsibility of the Minister 

of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. The exception is the 

review entitled "Canada Agricultural Products Standards 

Regulations". CCA has only delegated authority at the 

retail level and Agriculture Canada has the ultimate - 

responsibility. Thus, this segment of the review is more 

politically sensitive and the Consumer Products Branch does 

not expect many of their recommendations to be acted upon. 
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At the moment, the Branch is involved in the beginning 

of Phase II of this review which is the process of 

consultation. The "Preparation of Regulatory Agenda" for 

publication ir»the Canada Gazette Part I is completed, as is 

the writing of communiqués to be sent to concerned parties 

that the Department is aware would be interested. As this 

phase continues, the Director of Consumer Products Branch 

would be an excellent source of information. 

3.2 DISTRICT OFFICES' ESTABLISHMENT FILES  

These files will likely be of greater use for the 

Deceptive Marketing Practices study than for the Traded 

Goods study. The basic files or data base found in a 

District Office of Consumer Products Branch are the 

"Establishment Files". The basis of these files are CCA 

form 1566 (2-82). An "establishment file" will be opened 

one of two ways - either complaint has been received, or a 

district office will become aware of an establishment that 

has never been rated. These ratings are assigned by 

inspectors on their visits. The ratings are based first on 

size. This is done objectively by the inspectors, but the 

rule of thumb is: two or less cash registers is a small 

store; two to four cash registers is a medium store; and 

four or more cash registers denotes.a large store. The 

inspector then rates the establishment in relation to 

"violations". The first type of violation is "fraudulent". 

A store that receives a good rating has no violations, less 

than 5% is average while more than 5% is poor. An example 

of fraudulence in the area of textiles, for example, would 

be incorrect.labelling of fibre content. The percentage 

would be estimated in relation to lot size. The other type 

of violation is entitled "technical". This would occur in 

an area such as a labelling infraction, where textile 

contents may not be listed in proper order. In this type of 

violation, the rating is "good" for 15% or less violations, 
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"average" for 15% to 30% violations, and "poor" for over 30% 

violation. These ratings dictate when the next inspection 

will take plabe. An establishment that is listed as "p6or" 

will be revisit'ed within a month, "average" will mean six 

months, while "good" will indicate a visit within nine to 

twelve months. A card system that cross-references the 

establishment files is used in the District offices as a 

"BF" or "bring forward" system, so that establishment will 

be revisited at the correct time. 

The rest of form CCA #1566 (2-82) relates to the 

products viewed in the establishment. This form comes in 

several parts. The pink copy is sent to the appropriate 

Regional specialists (i.e., food, agricultural, precious 

metals, etc.). The green copy goes to Sharon Watts in 

Headquarters and is used for performance indicators, 

compliance ratios and as part of the "dollars at risk" 

formulations. For Ms. Watt's information, the verso of the 

green copy must also be filled out. One copy is kept by the 

inspector and another copy is kept in the District's central 

establishment files. 

The "establishment files" contain, as well, other 

valuable information. In the case when a seizure is made 

and there is a release, copies of CCA form #737 (3-79) 

"Notice of Seizure and Detention" and the "Notice of 

Release", CCA form #738 (8-80), are placed in these files. 

These forms are kept separate with the inspector until a 

release is given or prosecution goes ahead. Copies of any 

regional specialist's reports are also kept in these files. 

Copies of prosecution information is kept in the 

"establishment files". 

For Consumer Products Branch, the District Office is 

generally the only source of "establishment" information. 

One exception is the Atlantic Regional office, which also 
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maintains establishment files. One set is based on 
manufacturers, wholesalers, and importers. They also keep 
establishment files on large retail outlets, but this is not 
as complete. 

3.3 REGIONAL OFFICES' SPECIALIST FILES  

These regional Consumer Products' files are split into 
the five specialist areas: food, agricultural and fish 
products, textiles, precious metals, and packaging and 
labelling. For these files, the numbering and subject 

breakdowns are the same as those used in Records' Management 
at Headquarters in Ottawa. The file names at Headquarters 
are, however, somewhat different, and fall into the 
following categories: retail food, manufactured food, 
merchandise standards, textile labelling, packaging and 
labelling. There is some "establishment" information in the 

Regional offices, but it repeats what is found in the 

Districts and is not as complete. 

The basic difference between Headquarters and Regional 

files is not the breakdowns, but content. The Headquarters 
files represent the direction of the department on a 

national basis in the area of policy, procedures and 

back-up. The Regional files indicate the stronger role of 

complaint handling, enforcement and prosecutions. The main 
difference between the Regional and District files is the 

product orientation of regional files as opposed to the 

establishment orientation of the District files. 
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The following are brief descriptions of the Regional 

Specialist data bases. They are indexed via a Records' 
Management manual in all Regions, but to use them 

effectively, iÈ is probably best to work with the 

Specialist. There is a great amount of activity in the 
Regional Offices, so current material may not be 

incorporated into these files as quickly as one might like. 

3.3.1 Food Files  

3.3.1.1 - Complaint Block.  

Although complaints are really a District 

concern, complaint files exist here. There are 

two types of complaints - by consumers and by 

competitors. Complaint form CCA - 1059 (11-79) 

is used to record telephone complaints. A large 

number of competitors' complaints are received 

by mail. Included in these files is a copy of 

the complaint, correspondence to and from the 

concerned parties, memoranda concerning action 

taken, and sometimes a copy of the pink CCA form 

#1566 (2-82) Establishment Report. These files 

are kept chronologically. 

3.3.1.2 - Limited Market Surveys.  

These files are arranged product by product and 

chronologically. The complete survey reports 

are kept here. 

3.3.1.3 - Specific Product Files.  

In the food data base, these files are very 

detailed and very complete. Examples of 

breakdowns are as follows: 

- animal products - general 
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- animal products - frozen 

- animal products - kosher 

- . beer, light 

f:;'aked goods 
- baked goods - dessert. 

Within each of these files, there are detailed 

specialists' reports based on inspector's form 

1566 (2-82), correspondence and any reports of 

prosecution progress. Sample information would 

also be found here. 

3.3.1.4 - Advertising Files.  

These files are created when the department sees 

a problem concerning the Acts for which they are 

responsible, when a complaint is received, or 
when an advertisor contacts the office in the 

area of compliance. The content of this block 

of files, which are arranged chronologically, 

includes advertising copy, text of television or 

radio ads, correspondence to and from concerned 

parties, and some detailed annexes relating to 

the acts and regulations. 

These files relate to some extent to 

Headquarters' Manufactured Food files. 

The Pacific Region keeps a separate file by company 

name for food label reviews. This is maintained 

alphabetically by company name. 

3.3.2  Textile Files  

These files are also organized like Headquarters' 

Records' Management, and their breakdown and content are 
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very similar to the Regional Food files. Some files of note 

are: 

3.3.2.1 - CoMmunication Block.  These files contain 

detailed media contact information based on 

interviews given by specialists or inspectors in 

the Region. These files relate to the mandate 

of educating the public. The breakdown is 

chronological. 

3.3.3.2 - Care Labelling Files  cover infractions to Care 

labelling regulations as well as Departmental 

regulations and policy. 

3.3.3.3 - District Files  (broken down by all District 

offices in the Region). As the textile specific 
products are not as complete as for food, the 

specialist's reports and sample information is 

found in these files. It would be here that the 

pink copy of 1566 (2-82) would be found, as well 

as Specialist's reports, etc. These files 

relate to some degree to Headquarters's Textile 

labelling files and, to a lesser degree, the 

Merchandise Standards files. 

3.3.3 Precious Metals Markings Files  

These files are kept in a style similar to the Records' 

Management system in Headquarters. They are the same as 

food and textiles, with the exception that the prosecution 

files in Montreal are more detailed. These files bear 

closest resemblance to Headquarter's Merchandise Standards 

Files. In the Pacific Region, the Precious Metals 

specialist keeps files in his block of all establishments in 

his regions. 
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3.3.4 Agricultural Products Files  

Like the other Regional files, these are kept in a 
similar fashion'to Records' Management at Headquarters, 
reflecting the same numbering and subject sequence. Unlike 
the Regional food files, the product refinements are not 

especially detailed. 

3.3.5 Packaging and Labelling Files  

These are similar to the other Regional files and 

emulate the subject and numbering system of Headquarter's 

Records Management. These are not very product-specific, 

since the number of consumer products covered by these 

specialists is very large. These files relate, to some 
degree, to the Packaging and Labelling files maintained at 

Headquarters. In Montreal, the system is unique to the 

specialist of the moment due to staff and space constraints. 

3.3.6 Regional Prosecution Files  

In all regions the Prosecution files are kept 

differently. In the Quebec region, these files are kept in 

separate blocks within the specialists files. The Prairies, 

Ontario and Pacific regions keep prosecutions separate from 

the product/specialist files while the Atlantic Region has 

them within their "Housekeeping files" and its organization 

is explained in the section on "Housekeeping files". In the 

Ontario and Pacific Regional offices, these files are 

cross-referenced by a number which denotes the year, i.e., 

83, and the sequential time the file is received, i.e., 

83-001, 83-002, etc. For the Prairie region there is no 

card index but prosecutions are organized by the act 

involved, such as the "Food and Drug Act" and within each 

act grouping alphabetically and chronologically. 

Prosecution files contain copies of the relevant CCA form 
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#1566 (2-82), CCA form #894 (-9/76) Report of Prosecution, 
the inspector/specialists' recommendation of prosecution and 
all other related correspondence and memorandum including to 
and from the Department of Justice. 

3.4 MIS SYSTEMS 

In Consumer Products, MIS systems are in place that 
give extensive information on effectiveness indicators. 

For Consumer Products Branch, the basis for monitoring 

activities is CCA form #1566, which is sent to the 

Headquarter's Planning and System Analysis Group. It is the 
green section, filled out on both sides, which is the basis 
for the "Consumer products - Non-compliance ratios" report. 
The success of the Branch's activities can be evaluated 

through improved or declining compliance. This is presently 

input to an outside computer service bureau data base that 

produces batch monthly reports. 

The information on non-compliance ratios feeds into the 

annual "dollars at risk" analysis, which allow for the 

setting of Branch priorities. The "dollars at risk" formula 

is: 

dollar consumption x % of non-compliance x product 

(from Statistics 	 problem 

Canada Surveys) 	 seriousness 

factor 

The "product problem seriousness factor" was 

ascertained through a 1982 consumer survey done by the 

BranCh. The result of this is an annual list of product 

class priorities from 1 to 36. 
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This MIS system will change by 1984. Form CCA #1566 

will be revised so that "product compliance ratios" will be 

based on prodUcts tested, as opposed to lot size; this will 

result in a mot>e reliable estimate of non-compliance ratios. 

"Establishment compliance" information, which presently 

cannot be accessed except manually at the District level, 

will be included in the new national system. Subjective 

size ratings assigned by inspectors will be redefined to 

more objective square footage. It will be possible to 

relate this information to product information to assist 

Regional managers to priorize and direct Inspectors' work. 

The new system will be online and directly accessible in the 

Regions for both input and retrieval. 

Time utilization for Headquarters' Consumer Products 

Branch activities'is done within the Headquarters' Branch 

itself. It results in a quarterly report sent to the 

Assistant Deputy Minister, Consumer Affairs, and is based on 

the unique activities of the HQ's branch in the areas of 

functional guidance, policy development, etc. It compares 

actual time against forecasts made in the HQ's 

implementation plan. Regional and District activities, in 

terms of utilization, are also reported to the Assistant 

Deputy Minister, Consumer Affairs, but they are generated by 

Management Services Branch, Planning and Control Division. 

Based on a quarterly roll-up done by the Regional manager on 

the district and regional time reporting, Management 

services produces a computer report that compares actual 

time on activities to the forecasts made in the annual 

implementation plan. This report gives regional figures and 

comparisons based on forecasts and actual time, as well as 

percèntage variances for each work element of the 

implementation plan. The time utilization reports sent by 

the Regions are also accompanied by a narrative report that 

is supposed to explain any of the variances that have 
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occured. The quarterly computer print-outs are sent to the 

Regional managers and directors and the Director of 

Headquarter's Consumer Products Branch. Management Services 

uses the printàut and the narratives as the basis of their 

report to the ADM, Consumer Affairs, on the activities of 

the Regional and District Offices of the Consumer Products 

Branch. 

3.5 HOUSEKEEPING FILES  

The Consumer Products Branch maintains "housekeeping 

files" which relate to general branch, regional or 

departmental policy and actions. They also contain standard 

federal government files in the areas of finance, 

administration and personnel. 

The "housekeeping files" of Consumer Products Branch 

are kept and maintained in Records' Management on the 18th 

floor of Phase I, Place du Portage. They can be accessed 

through a unique subject and numbering system. There is 

also linedex access via an alphabetical subject breakdown 

which cross references the more detailed subject sub-sets. 

There is linedex access via file numbers which is more 

complete than the general numbers found in the Records' 

manual. The same system is found in the Regions and 

Districts but the linedex access does not exist. 

Beyond the normal public service type files, the 

Housekeeping files reflect Branch activities, policy and 

directives of a more general nature. At Headquarters, for 

example, files on Access to Information and its possible 

effects on the Branch exist. Letters from associations 

woulà be found here if they relate to "national" issues. 

Memoranda on judgments are included when a judgment could 

effect a change of attitude on the part of the legal system 
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across the country. There are extensive files on acts and 

regulations including commentary on possible regulatory 

review. 

The regional and District files havé the same type of 
content, and they contain a large number of memos, letters 
and directives that reflect regional or district interaction 
with Headquarters in terms of such things as policy. In the 

Atlantic region, there is also included the "Prosecutions" 

files within the Housekeeping files, under "Consumer 
Products Branch - General - Prosecutions". They are 
uniquely numbered within the housekeeping files and there is 
a card system to cross-reference only this segment, which is 

detailed by file number, name of establishment, and the 

problem or charge. In the Regions and Districts, these 

"housekeeping files" are kept close to the Regional manager 

or District manager and they would be the persons to consult 

when using these files. 

3.6 SOURCES OF INFORMATION IN OTHER CCA BRANCHES  

Other Branches within Consumer and Corporate Affairs 

maintain files that could relate to the traded goods 
activities of the Department. 

3.6.1 	Consumer Services Branch is a central mode for 

departmental complaint handling and referral. To assist 

their officers (Headquarters, Regional and District), they 

have a basic referral manual. The basic manual was set-up 

at Headquarters, and each Regional and District office can 

ènrich its own version. These manuals are made available to 

the staff of other Branches in Regional and District offices 

to help them in any referral activities. This manual 

cross-references typical product complaints or other types 

of complaints received by the Department to the appropriate 
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CCA Branch, other federal or provincial departments or 

agencies, or the most relevant consumer association. 

3.6.2 	CommunicaËions Branch is responsible for all the 
communication activities of the department. They have 

specially assigned officers responsible for the Consumer 
Products Branch who plan their activities in coordination 
with the specific Branch directors. Each of these officers 
prepare an annual communication plan (with their Branch 
liaison) which outlines projects for the coming fiscal year; 

these might include development of pamphlets, advertising or 

audio-visual aids. 

Communications Branch maintains materials for 

distribution, news clippings, etc. for a three to four-year 

period. As the specific Communication officers maintain a 

close relationship to their branches, they are a "data base" 

on their own. They can even locate material older than 

three or four years. Because of the nature of the specific 

branches in question, there is some duplication as to what 

is retained in Communication's Branch and in the 

Headquarters' Branch files. 

There is no regional communication liaison at the 

moment, and the activities of this Branch is really oriented 

toward Headquarters. The Communication Branch is now in the 

process of hiring their own regional officers. 

3.6.3 	The Legal Services Branch at Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs is staffed by lawyers from Department of Justice who 

offer advice-to the Headquarter's staff. The majority of 

Headquarter's legal opinions are most frequently requested 

previous to the prosecution stage of a case. In some cases, 

these opinions are given orally, based on a meeting between 

a legal services officer and a Branch officer. These oral 

opinions are not written up at all. 
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When a written request for a legal opinion is received, 

then a written reply is given. The original copy is sent to 

the requesting officer and should be incorporated into 

his/her files. Legal services also maintain their own 

files. The file system is the same as the one used by 

Records' Management at Department of Justice. Each file is 

given a unique sequential number. Access points are: the 

act involved (e.g., Food and Drug Act), the related section, 

random subject (no thesaurus is used), and the name of the 

person, company or the case involved. If another department 

is mentioned, that will also be indexed, e.g., Department of 

Agriculture. A card system is used to cross-reference these 

files. The Legal Services files can be highly sensitive, so 

consulting them would have to be cleared through CCA's Legal 

Services staff. 

For Consumer Products Branch, the prosecution work is 

done at the Regional level. Thus, the majority of legal 

opinions would go directly to Department of Justice Regional 

Offices. These Justice Regional offices do the actual 

litigation work for the Branch. Should a litigation be 

undertaken in an area where there are no Justice lawyers, 

Department of Justice will hire the outside law firm. There 

will be CCA files maintained in these Regional Justice 

offices as well. From time to time, Regional Justice 

officers might request advisory counsel from Headquarter's 

(CCA) Legal Services and written opinions may be given. The 

original would be sent to the Regional Justice Office and a 

copy would be kept and indexed in the Legal Services Office 

at CCA Headquarters. No copy would be sent to the CCA 

Branch. 	- 

Legal Services does become involved in Regulatory 

Review, but they initiate nothing themselves. Departmental 

Branches will ask for advice and legal drafting of the 

regulations is done by the Legal Services staff. 
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IV - TABLES PRESENTING INVESTIGATION RESULTS  

In the following pages Investigation Results are 
presented in Tàbles. These are the data base listings 
themselves and are broken down in three sections: 

- Section 1 - Books 

- Section 2 - Reports 

- Section 3 - Files, systems, etc. 
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Section 1 - Books  
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER CONMENTS 	 APPLICARLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Am Assessment 	Program and 	 hard copy 	Report of the Consumer R 	h and Evaluation branch 	Comprehensive Executive Summery available. 	- Product Class 
of Consumer 	Evaluation branch 	 of  CC?.. 	A 	 the procedure utilized in setting 	 Priorities 
Products Branch 	(M.F. Soult) 	 Consumer Products Branch priorities. 	 - 	Comments on the study  vers  made by the 
Priorities, 	 Director of the Consumer Producte branch end 
Craig Campbell, 	 Acting Director of Consumer Products french 
1981. 	 (file C7023-9, dated Nay 13, 1961 and July 8, 

, 	 1981.) 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Emerguide 	Consumer Products 	hard copy 	- 	Directory contains c rrrrrr appliance models and 	 - Communication/ 
Directory, 	Branch/Communication 	 energy consumption figures for each of the 	' 	 Information 
1982. 	 Services Branch, CCA 	 appliance models 
Consumer 
Products 	 - 	Such information is available for refrig rrrrr re, 
Branch. 	 f 	 ranges, clothes mashers, clothes dryers 

and dishwashers. 

• 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 UPC OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE To un 
EVALUATION ISSUE 

Consumer 	o Consumer Product. 	looseleaf binder 	This manual is Issued for field  officers. 	It is 	- 	This manual  L.  not up to date as it was done 	- Rationale 
Products 	 Branch, 16th floor 	 broken down as follows' 	 in December, MS. 	It is being considered 
branch. 	A 	 for revision. 	 - Inspection proces 
Policy Manual 	o Regloost 6 District 	 1) Duties, Powers 6 Responsibilities of Inspectori 
In packaging 	Offices 	 - 	Format not es good as other more recent 	 I 	ligation 
and labelling 	 2) Seizure - i.e., Authority; definition; Philosophy; 	•anuals such as "Precise metals marking 
specialists of 	 Procedure; forma ; Nov  to use forms 	 policy and procedure  •anor. 	 - Relationship to 0 
the Department legal system 
of Consumer and 	 3) Method of disposal of sel 	ith detailed 
Corporate 	 information 	 - Prosecution 
Affairs acting 
under the 	 4) Procedure for the Disposal with detailed breakdown 	 - Compliance 
Consumer 	 • 
Packaging and 	 3) Court pr eeeee tions with the following detallst 	 - Effectiveness itial • 
Labelling Act 	 Offences; Notes on evidence; Advertising; Sale; 
and 	 Notes of a visit; Prosecution narrative. 
Regulations. 	

• 
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TITLE 	 LocArioà 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OP INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 ArrLIcAne TO ImAl 
EVALUATION ISSUES. 

Information 	Consumer Products 	hard copy 	Informational booklets describing the 	 — Communication' 
Bulletin.. 	branch, CCA 	 programs/activities of the Consumer Products liranch; 	 Information ' 
Consumer 	 for example: 
Products 	 . 	 ' 
Branch. 	 — 	Guidelines to the Canada  Standard  Rise Program 

— 	Cuidelinee to the Canadian Care Labelling Program 
, 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 /Yu OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER CONNENTS 	 APPLICASLE TO NUT ' 

- 	 EVALUATION ISSUES 

Inspection 	o Consumer. Products 	looseleaf binder 	Thie manual is issued for the guidance of field 	— 	Up to date as of March, 1982 	 — Rationale 
Procedure 	lranch, 16th Floor 	 officers. 	It la broken down as follows: 
Manual — Retail 	 — 	very clear Includes term definitions, charts, 	— Inspection process 
Food. 	Consumer 	o Regional and 	 1) General program orientation Including objectives, 	tables, examples. 
Product@ 	 District Offices 	 Inspection (general), equipment, enforcement, 	 — Investigation 
branch. 	 training. 	 — 	detailed 1.e., Fresh fruit 6 vegetables hes 

breakdowns like apples, field tomatoee, 	— Prosecution 
2) Specific breakdowns by pro4uct i.e., Eggs by 	 rutabagas. 

• 	 regulatione, Inspection proceduree, dealing with 	 — Compliance 
violations, training panphlets. 	Other products: 	— 	available in French 
poultry, dairy. Fresh fruit and vegetables, 	 — Effectiveness issue 
Processed fuit end vegetables, honey, maple 
products, fish and marine products. 

, 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE  or INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WM 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Net quantity 	Consumer Products 	Hardcopy 	 For use of field p 	1 where the question of net 	— 	No date of publication 	iven. 	Timeliness le 	— Inspection process 
determination 	Branch. 16th Floor. 	Looeeleaf 	quality determination is part of act ,  regulations. 	queationnable on that basis. 
•anual. 
Consumer 	 Breakdown: 	 — 	Information on equipment very detailed. 
Froducte 
Branch. 	 I.  Introduction (very brief). 

• . 
Z.  Equipment requirements (required: equipment list; 

equipnent for district laboratoriés. 

3. Equipment utilization — detailed information 1.e., 
13 ta. •qual  are  scale: 'Platform scale. 

'Strathnoe Scale'. 'Relative Density cup', etc. 	 - 

4. Factors affecting scales — this includes "Excessive 	• 
- 	 friction' 'Needle problems"; 'Dash — pot 

operation': 'Cleanliness and Maintenance'. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICASLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Office 	 o Consumer Products 	looseleaf binder 	— 	Breakdoun of: 	 — 	clear, concise 	 — Rationale 
Consolidation 	Branch 
Canada 	 . 	Canada Agricultural Standards Act 	 — 	up to date (updated by department/dependent 	— Inspection 
Agricultural 	o District and 	 on district/officer to keep up to date) 
Products 	 Regional Offices 	 . 	Fresh fruit and vegetable regulations 
Standards Act 	 — 	easy to use 
and 	 . 	Proceseed fruit and vegetable regulations 
Regulations. 
Consumer and 	 • 	Processed poultry regulations 
Corporate 	 -  
Affaira  Canada. 	 • 	Veal carcass grading regulations. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE  OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Pamphlet.. 	Distribution Centre, 	herd copy, 	Information pamphlet@ concerning various topics. 	- 	Relates to the information activities of the 	- Information/ 
Communication. 	Phase II 4th Floor, 	various sires 	Titles includes 	 Traded Goode an Deceptive Marketing Practice. 	Communication 
Branch. 	 contact A. D'Aoust. 	 programs 

(Communication 	 - 	Precious Metals, Buyer a 	1 
Branch) 	 - 	A new publication is forthcoming, entitled 

- 	Down Spelle Lightweight Warmth and Comfort 	 'Nov to Avoid Misleading Advertising 
Guidelines'. 	It will be for sale In the 

- 	Follow the Signs 	 spring. 

- 	Every Label Telle a Story 	 - 	There  is • stock  room inventory listing of 
publications. 	The listing of publications 

- 	Look for the Label 	 has a sequential number, title and indicates 
the quantity of each publication held in the 

- 	Labels tell the etory 	 Publication Centre of the Communications 
Branch. 

- 	Follow the Signs 	
. 

- 	Before Tou Check Out, Check Our List 
• 

- 	It Pays to Advertiee (honestly1) 

- 	A brief Guide te questionable Advertising and 
Marketing Practices 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIFS or INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Precious uetale 	o Coneumer Products 	looseleaf binder 	This manual  I.  issued  for  the field officers. 	Ii  Is 	- 	Up to date.as of December, 1980 	 - Rationale 	- 
Narking policy 	Branch, 16th Floor 	 broken down as follow« 
and procedure 	 - 	clear, concise with definitions, etc. 	 - Inspection process 
manual. 	 o Regional anti 	 1) History of Precious %tale Marketing Act 
Consumer 	 District offices 	 - 	detailed to specific metals i.e., gold or 	 I 	ligation 

• Products 	 2) Alma and objectives products i.e., flatware 
branch. 	 - Prosecution 

3) Metals subject to Act 6 regulations 	 - 	available in French. 
- Conpliance 

4) Manufacturing p 	  
- Effectiveness issue 

5) Precious metals marking actj incl. regulations 

6) Precious  • etals marking regulations 

7) Trade marks required by the precious metal marking 	 ' 
act 

8) Inspection ... Procedures 	 . 

9) Inspection - 'Reporting, Sampling 6 enforcement 

10)Testing and analysis of precious metals 

11)Precious •etals marking glossary. 	' 	 • 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAULE /0 UNAT 
EVALUATION Issues 

textile 	o Consumer Products 	looseleaf 	This manual Is issued for the field officers. 	It is 	- 	Dated December 1975, not as up to dote es it 	- Rationale 
training and 	Branch, 16th Floor 	binder, 2 	broken into 2 nodules and then parts within the 	 should be but is being considered for 
reference 	 volumes 	 module. 	Module I - Consueer Products Inepectors 	 revision. 	 - Inspection process 
•anual. 	o Regional i District 	 Retail Textile Inspector 	 . 
Consumer 	 Offices 	 - 	clear, concise, detailed. 	 - Investigation 
Products 	 o 	Part 1 - Alma, objectives etc. of program 
Branch. 	 - Prosecution 

o 	Part II - The Canalisa Textile Market 
- Compliance 

o 	Part III - Introduction to Textile. 
- Effectiveness issue 	. 

o 	Part IV - The Textile Labelling Act i Labelling and 	 . 
advertising Reg. 

o 	Part V - Consumer Textile Allele:1, inspection, 	 . 
examination, reporting procedure': and sampling 
techniques. 

o 	Part VI - The Care labellins, InepectIon, 	 . 
examination and reporteig procedures. 

o 	Pert VII - The National Trade Mark Stains 
Reguistloes (Canada Standard Sizing ResulatIons), 
Inspection, Examination and reporting proceBures. 

Module II - Consumer Product Inspector .- Semler 
(relates to: 	Officer-le-charges assistant listrictl 
Inspector: District InspectoreRegionsl Speciallat) 

o 	Part  VIII - Survey of laboratory testing end 
reporting 	 , 

o 	Part li - Import practices, Import documentation, 
customs procedures, :minim I enforcenent to 
resulatione 

o 	Appendix A - The national Textile Polley In Canada 	 . 	. 

o 	Appendix II - Can:Alen Textile Market Statistics 
• 

• Appendix C - Oue legionel Textile specialist's 
approach to Inepection and enforceent. 
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Section 2 - Reports  
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE  OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLWASLE TO DMA' 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Canada Consumer 	Communications 	liard  copy 	— 	Listing of senior departmental officers 	 Published annually after the end of the 	 — Information/ 
and Corp 	grouch, CCA 	 Sooklet 	 government fiscal year 	 Communication (ver 
Affaira. 	 — 	Description's of the mandate of tee I 	 6 	 • 	1 informatio 
Annual report 	 offices of CCA and • brief 	ive of their 	 most Issue.) 
Consumer and 	 activities during a year 
Corporate 	 — Effectiveness !eau 
Affairs. 	 — 	Statistical breakdowns  of  various departmental 

' 	 activities 

— 	Deecription of departmental services and management 
information 

• 	e.g., Departmental appropriations and 
expenditures. 	. 	 - 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO NEAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Consumer 	File 5800-4, 81-08-27 	hard copy 	The document describes the socio-economic factors 	 - Rationale 
Concerns in the 	 which will impact on consumer.'  concerne  in the 
80 1 s. 	Consumer 	 1980'.. 	Et  priori.« these  concerna and  focuses on 
R 	h and 	 how these concerna (problem») mill affect the 
Evaluation 	 activities of the Consumer Affairs Bureau (i.e., 
Branch. 	Bureau 	 Consumer informational requi 	, consumer 
Of Consumer 	 advocacy). 
Affairs 	 ' 

. '• 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Me aaaaa ment of 	Consumer Products 	Hardcopy Report 	Consultante report broken down as follows: 	 - 	Previous to this report, 'dollars at risk 	- Product class 
the relative 	Drench Planning and 	 formulation wse more subjective. 	This 	y 	priorities 
importance of 	System analyeis 16th 	 I. 	Introduction, background etc. 	 vas the first  dont.  
violation 	Floor 	 - Compliance 
seriousnees 	 II. 	Conceptual report. 	 - 	The Branch hopes wtthtn the next 2-3 yeare to 
across product 	 do a more In-depth 	y and from that to 	- lee/field 
cl 	: 	 III. ?received frequency of violation occurence. 	 establish the frequency with which they will 	relationship 
'Weight 	 be needed for the future. 
fecotre- . 	 IV. 	?received violation seriousness. 	 -  Consumer  behaviour 
(Sept. 1982) 
Demand R 	h 	 V. 	Conclusions. 	 - Effectiveness issue 

• 
Consultants 	 _ 
Inc. 	 VI. 	Appendices. 

The information is ueed le the formulation of 'dollars 	- 	 - 
at risk' and the  establishment  of the 'Product class 	 ' 
priority' to be used at lig's, and in the Regions. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE  OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 AFPLICAUR TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

quarterly 	Consumer Products 	Hardcopy Report- 	o 	Split of NQ's activities and field operations. 	This report contains a -mixed bag»  of 	 - Inspection 
report of 	'french - NQ'a. 	Quarterly 	 information. 	Some time reporting etc. Is 
branch 	 o 	lased on brief project reports. 	 involved se veil as a report on a myriad of 	-. Regulatory Developme 
operations. 	Office of Resional 	 projeete including 'Regulatory revise, 
Consumer 	Hanagers. 	 o 	Ti..  reports on activities with 2 of resources 	'Inspection activities -  or -Legislative and 	- Regulatory review 
Froducts 	 available (i.e., person years). 	 Regulating Activities - . 
Branch. 	 Office of Division 	 - Meade 	/Field 

Chief'. 

	

	 Relationship 
' 

Office of the A.D. 
H 8 	f Consumer 
Affairs. 

. 	 . 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORNAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 011IER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Survey of 	Communication 	report (*et,' 	Survey* conducted 1m Atlantic Region specifying: 	— 	in preliminary stage, not formal document 	— Communication/ 
Atlantic Region 	Service., pe 	1 	draft) 	 Information 
Media 	 file of offlcer 	 — 	citent of 	 

Downing 
— 	knouledge about CCAC Legislation 

' 	 .— 	CCAC Services 

— 	impression of CCAC 

— 	consumer  concerna  of today 

, 	 . 

• 	Survey conducted with media rep 	Ives Im the 
maritime provinces. 	It use prepared by a Summer 
Student. 

- 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 Mg OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPL1CAOLE TO NEAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Test-End 	Consumer Product@ 	hard copy 	Activity report of the operation@ of the Consumer 	- 	compilation of Quarterly Report@ 	 - Regulatory Developmen 
Report. 	Stench,  CC?.  Pile No. 	 Product@ Oranch. 	Includes: 
Coneumer 	70194 	 - Regulatory Review 
Products 	 - 	narrative  report  ea the various Branch activities 
branch. 	 - Effectiveness issue 

. 	- 	quantitative report on the person-year and reeource 
utilization for activities of the Stanch (planned, 

. 	 actual and variance) 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TUC OF INFORMATION . 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICASLIt TO UUAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

kgriculturel 	CCA Conouner 	 Hardcopy files 	These files reflect very 	gly the complaint 	- 	Manuals are available to access  th.,,  files 	- Rationale 
'roducts Filee. 	Products' Stanch , 	broken down by 	handling/Enforcement/Seizure/Prosecution tole of CCA's 	like those found in HQ's Records' Management. 
:oneumer 	• 	Regional Offices 	unique subjects 	Consumer Products' Stanch in the Regions.  and 	 - I 	igation process 
'roducts 	 and numbers as 	Districts. 	 - 	There is no lined.* cross referencing as 	 . 
iranch , 	 used in HQ's 	 there le not specific records' staff 	 - Investigations 

Records 	 These files ere more «product' than 'establishment» • 	available. 
amusement. 	oriented se they are Regional rather than district 	 - Inspection 

files. 	 - 	Relates to some degree the -Retail Food 
• files' found at HQ's. 	 - Complaints/Inquiries 

These flies are not broken down to the level of detail 
that -Food files"  ers. 	 - Communication 

information on complaints, investigettons, information 	 - Neadq aaaaa reifield 
can be found here. relationship 

. 	 . 
• - Relationship to the 

legal system 

- Product class 
priorities 

- Compliance 

• 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 - FORMAT 	 TM OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 AMICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Communications 	Communications 	hard copy 	Contains listing of projects to be undertaken by the 	- 	Plan produced on an aaaaa 1 basis with 	 - Communication, 
Plan. 	 Services branch 	 Connunication Services Branch,  the  activities to be 	periodic progress •emorandums. 	 information 
Communications 	 undertaken during the project, the CM budget 
french. 	 allocated to the project  and the status of the 

project. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIPS OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Consumer 	Audit and Evaluation 	hard copy 	Includes plans of operations for the next fiscal year. 	- 	• good descriptive document outlining 	 - Regulatory Developmen 
Products Sub- 	Branch,  CCA 	 describes the operations of the Consumer Products emb- 	specific projects and activities undertaken 
Activity 	 activity, available eeeeee ces, location of held 	 by the Consumer Products Branch. 	 - Effectiveness issue 
Implementation 	 operations and major i 	 facing the sub-activity. 
Plan (1982/83). 	 - 	Time utilisation summary  I.  provided as an 
Consumer 	 A detailed implementaton plan le provided with • 	 appendix, vith information on the head- 
Affairs Bureau. 	 description of each work element, the date when the 	quarters component and field conponent. 

vork el 	 is to be completed, the rrrrrr ces (UN 
costs end p 	 days) allocated for the work element 	 . 
and the Z of available resources taken up by the work 
element. 

Also included In the document  is  a description of the 
total reeources •vailable to Breach (person-yeere  and 	 . 
01N costs) and the location of field operations. 
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TITLE 	 'LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 Tyre  OF  INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Daily clipping 	Communicators, 	bard copy, daily 	hell. clipping's from 12 daily nessepapeie. 	The primary 	- 	There is regional content when an officer in 	- Information/ 
eervice 	'ranch, 22nd Floor 	distribution 	basin for selection le topics of importance to the 	the regions sends material in but the article 	Communication. 

NQ'e ministry - particularly where  the minieter could 	or ***** cript must have global rather than 
be or is being questioned in the house. 	The last 	regional flavour to be included. 
section le TV or radio transcripts which would aleo 
reflect on the Department. 	Topics refer te the 	- 	The daily clipping service is microfilmed 
Department as a whole, but clippings are maintained in 	after 1 year. 
eubject files some of which are pertinent to Marketing 	 . 
Practice. Branch or Consumers Products Branch. 	- 	During a current year only major articles are 

kept in eubject files. 

	

 
. 	 - 	Date or newspaper access is through the 

publication itself. 	 . 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION. 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAILE TO WHA1 
EVALUATIOU ISSUES 

Energuide 	Office of the 	 Hardcopy files 	o 	Ornerai  information on the program. 	 - 	No inspections done by CCA. 	They  are all 	o Shared 	f 

files. 	 Headquarter's 	 done by CSA. 	 responsibility 
Consumer 	Director of the 	 o 	Due to the unique connection this program bee with 
Products Branch 	program. 	16th floor, 	 the Canadian Standards Association (CSA), •ajority 	- 	Files are organized by Records management but 	o Effectiveness Issue 

Phase I, Place du 	 of files relate to this organization, 	 kept with the program director. 
Portage,  Consumer 	 o Communication 
Products Branch 	 o 	The files ccccc 11 broad subject aaaaa : 

- 	energy efficiency program (g 	1) 	 • 

- 	contracts/regulation 

• 
- 	•tandard./ballots 	 - 

- 	technical subcommi eeeee (CSA) 

- 	energy efficiency committee 

- 	cooperation and lies= 

- 	steering committee om performance of electrical 
products 

- 	TEC IPEP (mettle .° 

- 	project statue  report 

- 	energuide directory 

- 	administrationielley/presa 

- 	marketing and advertising 

- 	branch stimial 	ion 	 . 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIPI  OP INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 

, 	 EVALUATION ISSUES 

Family 	 Tunney's Pasture 	Hardcopy (on- 	2 	ye used by CCA. 	 CCA does not require much of Statistics Canada 	- Compliance 
Expenditure 	 line at 	 other than using these surveys. 
Division. 	 Ststietice 	I. Family Food Expenditure. 	 - Consumer behaviour 

Statistics 	 Canada) 	 If CCA wanted some information on family 
Canada. 	 2. Family Expenditure catalogue No's: 	62-550 	 expenditure buy and the contents of the surveys, 

	

62-551 	 they would have 2 choices: 	 . . 

	

62-548 	 . 
Z.  Arrange a contract with Statietice Canada to 

Information is gathered on some 800 items, Food or 	prepare special tabulations of the desired 
Non-Food, price and quantity. 	The unit of information 	•ateriel. 
Is a spending unit (group of people who pool income 	 . 
for major expenditures) within a household. 	 2. Purchase fron this Division on •icro-dot Data 

tope prepared for public use $300. 	This tape 
All files on magnetic tape at  Statistics Canada, only 	contains micro data on the most important of 
accessible to Statistics Canada. 	 the 800 items collected by the surveys. 	- 

• 
Surveys published 1m 2 years although most eeee i e mow 
la 1978. 	For Survey il, 1982 	y to be released 
mid-1983, for Survey $2, 1982 survey to be released 
early 1984. 

Survey 	get 	usually rural and urban; but 
weightered towards the urban. 	Draun froc  Labour Force 
Area Sampling Frame. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT I 	TWE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Food Division 	Regional Offices 	Hardcopy Files 	These iiles are similar in subject breakdown to those 	Manuals with tilea system breakdown le the 	— Complaints/Inquiries 
Filee, 	 that ere maintained in Records Management MQ's and the 	access to this system. 
Consuuer 	 numbering and subject access is stellar to those 	 — Inspection process 

- Products 	 controlled by Mee. Within each breakdown by subject and then 
Branch. 	 product, tiles are in chronological order. 	— Investigation/ 

Information content tends to retlect 'enforcement 	 prosecution 
I 	'. 	For example, apecific complaints  are  found 
la these  fil..  but they  are  by Product access only st 	 — Relationship to legal 
the Regional level. 	 - 	 system 

In the Vancouver  region. • seperate establishment  file  
I.  kept by company name when there is a label review. 

' 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIME OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO 1111A1 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Food files. 	CCA Consumer 	 Hardcopy files 	These files reflect very strongly the complaint 	- 	Manuals are available to access these files 	- Rationale 
Consumer 	Products' Stanch. 	broken down by 	handlingiEnforcementiSeisureiProkecution role of CCA's 	like those found in ilt:i's Records' Managenent. 
Products 	Regional Offices 	unique subject 	Consumer Products' branch In the legions and 	 - Inspection In proca 
Branch. 	 and numbering as 	Rietricta. 	 - 	No lined« cross referencing  I.  available an 

used in 11Q's 	 S 	 there Is not the 'Records" staff available. 	- Inspection 
Records' 	 These files, an they are 1. 110.11  files, are 'product' 
Management Hg'. 	oriented rather them "establishment" oriented. 	 - 	Some policy directive, 	pondance  viii 	- Investigation/ 

, 

	

	 MQ's in these files when warranted. 	 Prosecution 
Quite often the basis of a conplaint file will have 
copies of CCA form 01566 (2-111), the Establishment 	- 	Would relate to some degree to till'a 	 - Complaintailnquiris 
report, but the  content  la still product oriented 	 'Manufactured Food files'. 
reflecting the legions' Specialists roie. 	 - Communication 

- Meadqua aaaaa /field 
• 	 . 	 relationship 

- Relationship to the 
- 	legal system 

- 
- !redact eless 

priorities 

- Cospliance 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

HQ's time 	HQ's - Consumer 	Computer Batch 	o 	Major breakdown by Division - 1.e., Retail Food; 	- 	Oued on CCA form 01640 (L0-82) developed 	- Effectiveness issue 
utilization 	Products Branch 	Products Branch 	Merchandise standards textiles. 	 especially for RQ's functions. 
Report. 
Consumer 	 o 	Within that.time usuage in eeeee such est 
Products 
Branch. 	 - Program development 

, 	 - Program implementation 

- Impressed demand 

- Travel 

- Training and development 

- Program management 

- Support 

- Leave 

o 	Time breakdowns - 

l - In specific month 

2 - Total  1m  entire fiscal year 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER CONVENTS 	 APPLICABLE to tor 

EVALUATION ISSUE 

Health and 	Jean Hance Building 	On-line 	 - 	Own Information •athered from analysis of products 	- 	A potential data baud of CCA. 	P 	ly not 	- Traded goods - 

Valises. 	Field 	 for their ova programs. 	 used. 	 coepositiniconpli 
Operations 
Directorate. 	 - 	This directorate carries out testing to determine 	- 	Accessible through the Field operations 	. 	- Inspection 

food conposition. 	The resulting analysis is not 	Direct 	. 
filed at N 6 II but le sent directly to CCA. , 	 - Shared 	f 
Consumer Products Branch. 	 Teeponsibllity 

• 	
- 	interiction le between II li 11 regional effaces end 

(le., Halifax, Montreal, Toronto) CCA regional 
Field office., in Consumer Products branch. 

- 	Testing of food conpositIon is initiated in the 
regional offices vie CCA regional offices and ubric 
itself is done in  ragions. 	 - 

Internal files 	- 	11 I V is Ottawa have records of their budget spent 
hardcopy 	 en CCA activities in the regions. 	No other files 

on CCA related activities. are kept. 	 - 

- 	USVRegional File office. (Laboratories) kogIle 
records of food composition analysis. 

' 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIPS OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICARLI TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Health and 	At II I Id Tunnies 	On-line (tape 	Food compositions 	 - 	111 A . II data base heavily traded goods - 	- Share aaaaa of 
Welfare Food 	P 	 output) 	 composition overlaps with CCA date base. 	responsibility 
Dl rectorats 	 - 	Canadian Nutrient Dets file a date base containing 	II i V do not know what data bases CCA have. 

food nutrients available to anyone who requests it. 	 - Inspection 
- 	CCA may require U à H  data  on chemicals and 

- 	Ongoing, 	ly updated. In 3ra year- of 3 year 	ingredient labelling otherwise data bases 	- Compliance 
development. 	 very similar 

- 	Files of CCA (Commoner Products 'ranch) 
interaction   ulth H I SI are kept st N i M 

Nardcopy 	- 	information on toxicology peetisidee, additives, 	hardcopy form. 
(published 	 etc. 

. 	volumes) 	 - 	Often advice le ad hoc, by telephone. no 
- 	Some of this information may be 	feted. 	 record. 	 -- 

	

, 	. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION . 	 FORMAT 	 TIPE OF INFORMATION. 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 AFPLICASLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Health 	 Health II Welfare 	 — 	No files are kept pertaining to traded goods or 	— 	Informal advisory function. 	 — Communication 
Protection 	Tunney's Pa eeeee . 	 deceptive marketing practices but li i W acts in is 
branch 	 advisory capacity for CCA if treneed advice in 	— 	No files are kept on CCA or H I li 	 — Shared areas of 

investigating • fraud. 	Pi i V vill provide 	 Interaction. 	 responsibility 
background Information. 	. 

. 	 . 

' 

, ,. 

• 
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TITLE 	• 	LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF womalow 	 OTHER COHMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO 110A 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Housekeeping 	o »We - found In 	Hardcopy files. 	• 	C 	1 files on finance, administration and 	- 	•aintained at HQ's and in the Regions and 	o Rationale 
files. 	Conan- 	Record.' Manage- 	 personnel  that are traditionally found In all 	 Districts on the sane style se Records 
mer Products 	ment, 18th floor, 	 government erne». 	 Management. o Effect' 	 issu 
Branch. 	 Phase 1, Place du . 	 . 

Portage. 	 o 	Policy documentation, directive., etc. that ireflect 	- 	more detailed linedex cross ref 	!mule 	o Regulatory develop 
the common activities of the Breech and are not 	avalsble st HQ's . 

	

o District - uith 	 product or eutablishment particular. 
District  Manager. 	 o Regulatory reform 

o 	NQ's files reflect the Regulatory review aspect.. 

	

o Reston. - with 	 to Inspection proem 
• 

Regional.Mansgers. 	 (1 	1) 

o Headquarter's/U.1 
• 

	

, 	 relationship 
, 	.. 

• $hared e 	f 
responsibility 

o Prosecutioes  (gins  

• Relationship to le 
system (general) 

• 

- 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Nailing/ 	Ha l l  Boom. 	 :lithograph 	— 	Nine  sud  address of individuals who receive 	 — 	Mailing/distribution list is supposed to be 	— Information/ 
Distribution 	Communication Stanch, 	 publications produced by the Communication* Branch. 	computerized this year. 	 Communication 
Lists 	 CCA 	 These publications include: 

— 	There  is  an instruction Ilst for the mailing 
. 	news rel 	 and distribution of publications. 	Croupai 

individuals represented on the list include: 
• • 	brochure/pamphlet 

. 	Hire Services 
• speech 	 . 

• Members of parliament 
• Information bulletin 

• Press Gallery 
• warning bulletin . 	 . 

• CSC. CIS:, newspapers 
• background« 

• assistent  and associate directors 
• report 	 . 

• . 	regional directors 
• synopsis 	 - 

. 	director generals and directors of CCAC 

• regional and district managers 

• consumer affairs  offices of provincial end 
territorial go eeeeee nts 

• business editors 

• subscribers of Misleading Advertising 
. 	 Bulletin • • 

• etc. 

• (Listing is avai )able  trou  Communication 
Services Officers) 

'VI
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TUC OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE To Inez 
Evnuralom Issus 

Management 	Management Services 	- Computer Batch 	o 	Regional reporting of time utilisation in Consumer 	- 	This MIS  is being changed and by 1984 uill be 	o Effectiveness issue 
Information 	Branch. 	Planning and 	printouts 	 Products Branch is sent to this Branch 1m R.Q.e. 	combined with neu system being planned for 
Sy 	 Cousu- 	Control Divielon, 	 This bringe about a quarterly report that gives 	Consumer Products trench. 
mer Products 	17th Floor, Phase I, 	- Hardcopy 	 forecasted and actual information on program 	 • 
Branch. 	Re- 	Place du Portage, 	reports. 	 elements decided upos in the yearly 11.'1 	ion 
gional and 	C.C.A. 	 plan. 	This report gives Z variances es well. 
District Office 	. 

o 	This uith the 	ive report. from Regional 
managers beconee the basis of the quarterly report 
activity report sent to the ADK, Consumer  Affaire.  

	

. 	 . 
, 	 ' 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TTre or INFORMATIOM 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WM 
EVALUATION ISSUE! 

Manufactured 	CCA Records 	 Hardtop, Mee 	Theee fllea dealing  with  Manufactured food end the 	- 	These file. reflect Reaches eeeee ' activities. 	- Rationale 
Food files 	Management, Illth 	broken down by 	role of CCA'a Consumer Product's n'a Stanch  are 	 They are  •ainly 	pondence and reflect 

Floor, Phase I, Place 	unique 'edicts 	broken into  il  broad categories and subdivided within 	the more policy orientation rather then 	 - Inspection in proo 
de Portage, Mull, 	and  numbers 	these categories. 	The broad categories am 	 enforcement/seixure seen in the districts and 
P.Q. 	 cross indexed 	 regions. 	 - Meadquerters/field 

/ 	by Records 	 - Food Division - g 	1 	 relationship 
• 	 Management 	 - Advertising 	 - 	Mould 	late to  pane  degree to Regional 

Manual and/or 	- Consumer conplainte and enquiries 	 files "Food Mee". 	 - Investigation/ 
lined«. 	 - Co-operation and 'elision 	 Prosecution 

- Fish products  surveillance  
- Labelling 	 - Complaints and 
-.Processed product@ 	 enquiries 
- Registration 	 • 
- . Surveillance and enforcement programs 	 - Regulatory review 
- Surveys end studio.. 

File Content  Is Trade communiques, correepondance 
trade and tariff as 	te and progrma information. 

	

. 	 - 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 Tirri OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO VOA 
ETALUATIOM ISSUES 

Merchandise 	CC?.  Records 	 Mardcopy files 	These files crested by Read'« rrrrr , Consumer Products 	- 	These files reflect the role of the 	 - Rationale 
Standards 	Management, Seth 	broken down by 	'ranch deals vith Trade Marks, Markings is  the area of 	Headquarters' operation In this area. 	They 
Division Files 	Floor, Phase I, Place 	unique subject. 	Textiles, especially fur. 	The majority of Records la 	are •ainly correspondence sal reflect the 	- Inspection in pro< 

de Portage, Null, 	and numbers 	this grouping 	 "Precious 'metals marking* and 	more policy orientation of Neadquarters se 
P.O. 	 cross Indexed 	contain 	pondence, directives or poIlcy 	 opposed to the actual enforcement activities 	- Neadque rrrrr /field 

by Manual and/or 	information on broad industry dealings, surveillance 	that takes place in the Regions and 	 relationship 
linedex. 	and enforcement, Foreign government marks, National 	Districts. 

marks, and Trade'marks. - Investigation, 
- 	Would correlate to  soue  degree to Regional 	Prosecution 

files -Precious Metal Marking « . 
- Complaints end 

- 	Some interrelationship (minimal) to Regional 	enquiries 

	

, 	 textile files. 	 . 
- Regulatory review 

- 

• 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 .FORMAT 	 TTPC OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Ministerial 	Office of the Direc- 	Hardcopy file - 	0 	Responses to requests from the Minister's office. 	- 	Majority of responses represent signed 	o Communication 
Correspondence. 	tor, Consumer Pro- 	arranged chrono- 	Letters that are responded to come from the fol- 	letters but some have never been  •igned - 
Consumer Pro- 	ducts lranch, 16th 	logically 	 lowing *outcast 	 particularly when the Minister f 	o Compliance 
ducts Stanch 	floor, Phase I, Place problems that might become political. 
(Headquarters) 	du Portage. 	 (1) House of Commons Mrs who have received letters 	 o Area. of shared 

from constituents concerning food or labelling 	 responsibility 
OR 	 or precious metale, etc. 	 . ..._ 

o Compliance 
The  office of the 	 (2) letters to other Mini eeeee concerning legisla- 
Minister, Consumer 	 . 	Lion,  regulatory amendment, 	f common 	 o Regulatory develop. 
and Corporate 	 concern 
Affaits. 	 o Regulatory review 

(3)Organizatloe or groups wbo have made propooals  
to the department 	 o Complaints/Inquirie 

(4) letters  trou  embassies and foreign countries 
about Canadian regulations or raising questions 
about 'non-tariff trade barriers 	1.e., diffi- 
culty in meeting labelling requirements 

(5.) foreign complaint e  about Canadian products that 	 . 
are too much like foreign produéte, i.e.,  ap-
pellation of origin in vine 

(6) requests for information  trou  schools,  •tudents 

(7) reg eeeee from nanufact 	guesting Informa- 
tion or guidance on advertising or other  cou-
pitance  issues 

(6) Some requests for information from provincial 
governments. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 mg or INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APIPLICARLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

ewe  Pal 	/ 	Distribution Centre, 	hard copy 	 The original  curative which le released to the media 	- 	Gives reference to individuals in the 	 - Information/ 
ommuniques 	theme II, Ath Floor, 	 deals wtth various program, pertainieg to the 	 Communications Services Branch 	 Communication 

contact A. D'Aoust 	 Department. 	Examples of Prase Eel eeeee reviewed 
(Communications 	 includet 	 - 	Distribution to media le decided by officer. 
Services Stench) 	 There le en Instruction sheet  for the 	. 

- 	gaugeable Label to Appear on Dishwasher@ and 	 Communication Services Branch specifyins the 
Clothes Washer@ 	 distribution (I.e., vire services,  •embers of 

parliament, ameistant  and  associate 
- 	Energulde Label to Appear on electric Ranges 	 directors, head, chief,. etc.) 

- 	Amendments made to Precious Metal@  Parking  Act. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO MI1 
EVALUATION ISSUE: 

Non-compliance 	Planning and symtemm 	Computer batch 	This is a quarterly report that gives non-compliance 	This syeten le being revised and will look 	- Product  claie  
ratios. 	 analysis. 	Consumer 	out-put 	 ratios based on the following formula: 	 substantially different by April 1, 1984. 	The 	priorities 	. 
Consumer 	Products Branch, 16th 	(monthly) 	 product compliance reports will change from 'lot 
Products 	Floor. 	 Product Lots in violation  n I of non-conpliance. 	size-  to -items inopected -  and "eatablishment 	- Program of complia 
branch. 	 compliance' will be available. 

Lots inspected 	 - WI's/field 
relationship 

' 	 - 	Information from CCA form 81366- (2-82). 
- Effectiveness lest 

- 	Each product type is  looked at by 3 trade levels: 
- 	 Manufacturing; Retail; Import./Dist.Nholesale. 

- 	Each commodity is also broken down for compliance 
based on quality, quantity; label/Adv./Pkg. 	 • 

The non-compliance information is very integral to the 
formulation of 'dollars at rise. 

• 	- 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TTFE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 AFTLICARLE TO NUT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Notes for 	Consumer Products 	hard copy 	— 	Describes history  et Consumer Products 'ranch, its 	— 	good description and brie!  historical 	 — Rationale 
1' 	tation to 	 activities and programs 	 overview of the Branch 	 . 
Departmental 
Orientation 
Couree, 
December 1981. 
Consumer 
Products 	 ' 	 - 
Branch. 	

• 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORNAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
• EVALUATION ISSUES › 

Operations 	Audit and Evaluation 	hard copy, 	- 	Report provides information on the background of 	- 	Detailed working papers are available and 	- Rationale 
Review of the 	Branch, Consumer and 	report 	 the Consumer Products Branch and the manner in 	provide further information and background 
Consumer 	Corporate  Affaira 	 which the branch is organised. 	It examines: 	 material (Audit and Evaluation 'ranch) 	- Product Priorities 
Products Sub- 
Activity, Final 	 • 	the objectives and goal. of the liranch with 	- 	Two years old, therefore sone of the 	 - Headquarters/field 
Report, June 1, 	 those of the Coneuner Affairs Bureau for 	 weak 	 may no longer exist. 	Follow-up 	relationship 
1981 	 consistency and clarity of linkages; 	 interviews are required to determine  entent 

. 	the adequacy of existing demographic data for 	to which recomnendations have been 	 ... Effectiveness issue «  
human resource planning 	 implemented. 

. 	the adequacy of the organisation structure and 
	f responsibility and authority 

	

' 	 • 	the adequacy of management controls, reporting 	 . 
system. 

	

	 . 	 . - 
• the clarity of the roles of regional and 

district specialists. 

- 	Nighlighte the weakness and sakes recomnendatione 
regarding the statement of objectives  and  goals, 
the inconsistencies in roles and responsibilities 
with and between Branch and regions and 
deficiencies in measurement process pnd contçol. 
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TITI.! 	 LOCATION 	. 	FORMAT 	 TIPI OF INFORMATION 	 OTUER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHA1 
LVALUATION ISSUES 

Packaging and 	CCA Records 	 Hardcopy files 	Them tiles deal with Packaging and labelling and 	- 	These files reflect Headquarters' activities 	- Rationale 
labelling files 	Management, Ilith 	broken down by 	CCA's Consumer Product's Branch 11Q's activities. 	They 	They are mainly correspondence and reflect a 

Floor, Phase I, Place 	unique subjects 	are broken down le II broad categories and are 	 more pollcy orientation rather then the . 	- Inspection  in peoci 
J. Portage, Null, 	and numbers 	subdivided more specifically within these file blocks. 	enforcement/seizureiprosecution activities 
P.Q. 	 cross indexed 	The broad categories arm 	 that take place in the Regions end Districts. 	- Headquarters/field 

by Record's 	 celationahlp 
• Management 	 - C 	1 files 	 - 	Ministerial correspondence «Wipe found 

Manual and/or 	- Canadian Standards Nerd 	 within these files under specific subjects. 	- I 	ligation/ 
linedex. 	 - Co-operation and liaison 	 There le no special index. 	 Prosecution 

- Enforcement program 
- Labelling 	 - 	These would correlate to sone degree to 	- Complaints and 
- Packaging 	• 	 Regional Packaging and labelling files. 	 enquiries 
- quantity a aaaaa ace 	 - 
- Surveillance program 	 - Regulatory review 
- Products 

- 
File 	 is correspondence, meeting neserandue, 
studies and some specific problem especially in ares 
of bilingual labelling. 	There are some draft cabinet 	 . 
papers and regional reports and plans: 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TIPI  OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAILE TO MAT 
[VALUATION ISSUES 

_ 	  
Packaging and 	CCA Consumer 	 Hardcopy files - 	Thee. files reflect very stromely the complaint 	Manuals are available to access theme files 	- Rationale 

labelling 	Products' Drench 	brokendown by 	handling/enforcement/setters/Prosecution role of CCA'a 	offering a breakdown like HQ'a records files. 
files. 	 Regional Offices 	the same unique 	Consumer Products' Branch in the Regions end 	 In Montreal,  h 	 these Mee are not as 	- Investigation procesi 
Consumer 	 •ubject and 	Districts , 	 well indexed and will not be Improved until the 
Products 	 • 	numbers as used 	 office is moved and more space becomes 	 - I 	ligation. 
branch. 	 in Records' 	These files ere more 'product 	oriented them the 	available. 	 ' 

Management 	'establishment' files held in the District offices. 	 - inspection 
in this area, the products involved ere very di 	There is no lined« cross-referencing to thee. 
so the Mee tend to be miler to follow usder 	 files. 	 - Complaintstinquiries 
eubjects like: 	'Complaints'. 'leisure'. 
'Prosecutions',  and following chronologically. 	 Relates to NQ's 'Packaging and labelling files' 	- Communication 

to some degree. 	 . 
- Neadquartereifield 

, 	 • 	relationship 

• 	 - Relationship to the 
legal system 

- Product class 
. 	 prioritiee 

- Conpliance 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO WHAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Precious Metals 	CCA Consumer 	 Nardcopy files 	These files reflect very 	gly the complaint 	— 	Manuals are available to access these files 	— Rationale 
Files. 	 Products' Branch. 	broken down by 	handlineRnforcement/Seisureirrosecution role of CCA's 	like those found in 11414 Records' Management. 

Consumer 	Regional Offices 	unique subject. 	Consumer Products' branch in the Regions and 	 — Investigation proceed 

Products 	 and numbers as 	Districts. 	 — 	There is no lined,: cross referencing le 
branch. 	 used in HQ'. 	 available as there i •  not the Records' staff 	— Investigations 

Record.' 	 These Mee ere more "product 	than "eatabliahmene 	available. 
Management. 	oriented as they  are  Regional tiles but they are not 	 — Inspection 

, 	 as detailed as the food files. 	 — 	Relates to some'degree the "Merchandise 
Standards Division Files" at HQ's. 	 — CosplaintstInquiries 

In Mo n 	1, the seizure end prosectuion files  are  
very detailed for this grouping. 	The Pacific 	 — Communication 
Speciallets has sep 	 "establishment' like files 

' 
	

for hie area. 	 — weedqua eeeee /field 
relationship 

. 
— Relationship to the 

legal system 

— Product clase 
priorities • 

— Camille«, 



am ell. mi. am —`Voi "Pi'. 	' «Mii 	was 

TITI.! 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAILE TO WHAT 
- 	 EVALUATION ISSUES 

Product class 	Consumer Products 	1 page report, 	A list of 34 productiinspected by Consumer Products 	This listing is to help direct HQ's and Regional 	— Product class 
priority Ilet. 	trench. 	Planning and 	annual. 	 trench. 	They are tanked 1 to 34 based on their 	staff in establishing priorities for the year. 	priorities 
Consumer 	systems anilysis, 	 'Dollar at Risk 	ratio. 
Products 	16th Floor (also used 	 — Wes/field ' 
branch. 	 for planning 2n 	 ' 	relationship 

Regions). 

, 
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TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION- 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO UNAT 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Regulatory 	Office of the Direc- 	6 Uardcopy 	CCA has done a review of all existing regulations. 	 o Regulatory review 
Review binders. 	tor. 	Consumer Pro- 	looseleaf 	The reignite of the analysis work done by Consumer 
Consumer Pro- 	ducts Branch, 16th 	volumes. 	Products' HQ's specialists with Incorporated field 	 o Shared 	f 
ducts Branch 	floor, Place du 	 commentary are found in six volumes which are: 	 responsibility 

Portage. 
(1) Food and Drug Act 

(2) National Trade Mark and True Labelling 
- 	Regulations 

(3) Textile labelling and advertising regulations 

(A) Precious metals meriting regulations 

(5) Consumer Products and labelling regulations 

(6) Canada agricultural products standards 
regulations. 

Each one has a summary page eutlining the number of 
proposed changes and then en Index to the product, the 
regulation and the section In the  test  referred to. 	 ' 
there le also a textual, detailed report. 



am "'in ilia 	 1":. 
	'me 'ma lim 	Tim Ir. Ili. um Ili: 

TiTLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 MR OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAOLE TO UNA 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Retail Food 	CCA Record. 	 Nardcopy files 	These files deal with Retail food and CCA'a Consumer 	- 	These files reflect HQ's more policy related 	- Rationale 
Division files. 	Management, leth 	broken down by 	rroduct s e 'reach SQ activities. 	They  use  a unique 	role as opposed to the enforcement/aslant,/ 

Floor, Phase 1, Place 	unique subjects 	subject end numbering system Item g 	1 to specific, 	prosecution activities of the Regional and 	- Inspection in proc 
de Portage, Mull, 	and numbers and 	As no aaaaa I exists to theme file, the brood 	 district office. 
P.Q. 	 accessible only 	categories are not as obvious. 	 - Investigation/ ' 

through a 	 - 	Thee. correlate to some degree to the 	 Proeecution 
Record's 	 File content tends to be more policy related rather 	Regional 'Agricultural products 	files 

• • Management 	then product or estaidisheent particular. •aintained in Regional offices. 	 - Complaintsfinquiri 
linedex. 	No 
Manual «cut. 	 - 	because access is via lined« only greater 	- Neadque aaaaa /field 

' staff assistance Is required when using the 	relationship 
files. 

.. Regulatory review 

- 

- 

• 



ma led. mt. - et. 	 'du 	'la 	:um "I:: It. 	Tim 71. 

TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 FORMAT 	 TYPE OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICAILE TO WHAT 
, 	 EVALUATION ISSUES 

Textile files. 	CC!.  Consumer 	 Nardcopy files 	These files reflect very steamily the conplaint 	— 	Manuale are available to access these files 	— Rationale 
Consumer 	 Products' branch. 	broken down by 	handlineEnforcementaeisure/Frosecution role of CCAse 	like those.found In HQ's Records' Management. 
Froducts 	Regional Office. 	unique eubject 	Consumer Products' Branch in the Regions and 	 — I 	igstIon procee 
Branch. 	 and numbering as 	Dietricts. 	 — 	Po linedex crose referencing is available as 

ueed in HQ's 	 there is not the Records' staff available. 	— Investigations 
Record.' 	 These Mee are more 'product" tether then 
Management. 	'establishment" oriented as they  are  Regional files 	— 	Rome policy'informstion le held  is  the filee 	— Inspection 

• 	 but they are not es easy to use es the "Food tiles". 	as directives,  •emos etc. come from HQ's. 
— Complainte/Inquiries 

Complaint file. ere product oriented as well but are 	— 	Would relate to-some degree to IM's 'Textile 
maintained chronologically , 	 labelling files 	and  to a 1 	 degree to 	— Communication 

parte of 'Merchandise standards files". 
Filee such es 'Care labelling" leclude Infractions to 	 — Reedqua eeeee /field 
Care labelling regulation intermingled with 	 relationship 
Departmental regulations and policy. 	 .. 

— Relationship to the 
legal system 

— Product class 
priorities 

— Compliance 



•n ••1 	111111•011 	 • 	 wwwn m 	.n •n 	. 

111111 	 II 	11111 Mil«e°11.1 1.1. ion 	 um um an am ma mu um 

TITLE 	 LOCATION 	 roamAT 	 TYPE OP  INFORMATION 	 OTUER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO NUT' 
EVALUATION ISSUES 

Textile 	CCA Records 	 Hardcopy files 	These files deal with textile labelling and CCA's 	- 	These files reflect Headquarters' activities 	- Regulatory review 
Labelling files 	Management, nth 	broken down by 	Consumer Product's  hasch  Ries activitiee. 	They are 	and are more policy oriented then the 

Floor. Phase I. Place 	unique subjects 	broken down in 13 broad categories and are subOrided 	Regional files but they tend to reflect more 	- tatlonule 
de Portage, Mull, 	and numbers  and 	more apecificelly within these file blocks. 	The broad 	of the enforcement/seizure/prosecution 
P.Q. 	 accessible by 	categories aret 	 activities more deviously than other CCA 	- Inspection in procet 

Record's 	 Consumer Products Record's Management files. 
- 	 Management 	 - Textile labelling - general 	 - Compliance 

Manual anifor 	- Textile labelling - regulation 	 - 	These correlate to  soue  degree to Textile 	 . 
linedex. 	 - Cane:Ilse g 	1 standards board 	 files maintained in Regional offices. 	 - Meng 	!field 

- Canadian standard sire program 	 relationship 
- Care labelling program 	 - 
- Cooperstio* and liaison 	 ' 	 - Investigation, 
- Identification number. 	 . 	Prosecution 
- Laborartory compliance program 

. 	 - Surveillance and enforcement 	 - 	 - Complaints and 
- Surveys 	 enquiries 
-  Test  work 
- Uphol 	d and 'tuned articles. 

' 
• Pile c 	 is policy related material. seine 	 - 

information en specific complainte and enquiries by 
organisation. 	Canada  Canerai  Standard's  bard 
information le very detailed with flies existing en 
each CCU committee. 	The 'Laboratory Complies.« 
Program" files aaaaa ta charts and summary reports om 

• products from 1311 te date. 	There are • *umber of 
specific case filee im " 	'illance and Enforcement' 
files as well as policy files. 
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TITLE 	 LOCATIOM 	 FORMAT 	 TIPI OF INFORMATION 	 OTHER COMMENTS 	 APPLICABLE TO ERA 
*VALUATION ISSUES 

Videotapes. 	connunicatio* 	 it Video  causette 	- 	Filma relating to various topics stick est 	 - 	Used by inspectors in the field when making 	- Information/ 
Communications 	Service. trench. CCA 	and slides 	• 	 P 	lons ,  in kiosks, in shopping 	 Communication 
Branch. 	 . 	Misleading Advertising 	 centre., trade shows, cable vision, etc. 

' • Ueigitte and Me 	 - 	Audio-visual catalogue la available. 
Listings  are  alphabetical ,  by topic imad à 

• Energuide 	 catalogue nunber  exista for each of the 
' •udio-vieual p eeeee union.. 

• Precious Metals 
- 	cu eeeee listing of audio-visual video-tape. 

- • Textile Labelling 

	

	 is maintained by Communication Service. 
Branch 

• Food st the Retail Level. 

ionera: Tim 	 -11TIII 
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of Regulatory Review and Reform  
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Consumer Products Branch 

Review of Regulations  



Annex C 

Phase I Report on Departmental Plan 

of Regulatory Review and Reform 

July 1981 

This appendix presents the results of the review 

exercise undertaken by the Consumer Products Branch in Phase 

I of the Regulatory Review and Reform program. The 
information presented in this appendix was extracted from 

the July 1981, Phase I Report on Departmental Plan of  

Regulatory Review and Reform. 

The following sets of regulations were reviewed: 

- National Trade Mark and True Labelling 

- Food and Drug Regulations 

- Consumer Packaging and Labelling 

- Precious Metals Marking 

- Textile Labelling and Advertising 

- Agricultural Product Standards 
- Fresh Fruit and Vegetables 

- Processed Fruit and Vegetables 

- Dairy Products 
- Eggs 

- Processed Poultry 

- Maple Products 

- Honey 

Section 2 to 25 inclusive of the Food and Drug Regulations 

have not been reviewed. Since the federal government's 

jurisdiction in the product areas covered in these sections 

has been brought into doubt, it has been decided that it 

would be more appropriate to await a resolution of the 

jurisdictional questions before undertaking the review. 
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Tabular summary sheets for these sets of regulations 

are presented at the end of this Annex. 

According to the 1981 report, among the various groups 

of regulations, between 30% and 70% of the individual 

regulations within these groups would require more detailed 

study and consultation in Phase II prior to possible reform 

action in Phase III. 

Proposed Future Action 

In the 1981 report, tabular summaries indicate, by 

group of regulations, the projected completion targets for 

Phases II and III, the estimated person-month requirements, 

and the proposed consultation procedures to be followed. 

However, many regulations administered by the Branch 

relate to retail level inspection of commodities under Acts 

controlled by Health and Welfare Canada and Agriculture 

Canada: Therefore it was suggested that close liaison with 

these Departments would be required to negotiate changes 

found necessary by Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada. 

With respect to the Agricultural Regulations which 

include the following: Fresh Fruit and Vegetables, 

Processed Fruit and Vegetables, Dairy Products, Eggs, 

Processed Eggs, Processed Poultry, Maple Products, and Honey 

Regulations, the estimated completion dates shown in the 

summaries were those that CCAC believed the Department of 

Agriculture would attempt to meet in completing work under 

Phases II and III. In fact, the control of the process by 

CCAC tërminates with the completion of Phase I and the 

forwarding of our results, recommendations, etc. to the 

Department of Agriculture. The Department of Agriculture is 

responsible for these regulations and will decide when, with 



whom, and on what subjects they may wish to open 

consultation. They may feel some responsibility to involve 
CCAC in the cons.etation process, however, they would not be 

obliged to do so. 

In the case of the regulations for which this 

Department is totally responsible, it was anticipated 

that both Phases II and III would be completed in 1981-82 

for the Precious Metals Marking Regulations. It was thought 

that there would likely be further regulations development 

in 1981-82 for Precious Metals Marking and, while this 

development would require consultations, that would not be 
considered as part of the regulation review exercise. 

Regarding the regulations under the National Trade Mark and 

True Labelling Act, it was anticipated that the Phase II 

completion could be accomplished in 1981-82 for the 

following: Babcock Test Bottles and Pipettes, Canada 
Standard Measuring Cups and Spoons, Chamois Labelling, and 

Watch Jewels Marking Regulations. 

With respect to the remaining regulations administered 

by the Branch, namely: the Consumer Packaging and Labelling 

Regulations, the Textile Labelling and Advertising 

Regulations, the Fur Garment Regulations, the National Trade 

Mark Garment Sizing Regulations, the Turpentine Labelling 

Regulations, and the Food and Drug Regulations, it was 

anticipated that 1982-83 would remain as the estimated 

completion date for Phase II with 1984-85 being similarly 

identified for the Phase III exercise. 

In the following pages, tabular summary sheets are 

presented. These were taken from the July 1981 Phase I 

Report on Departmental Plan of Regulatory Review and Reform. 
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REGUIATIOM 	 REOUJI4ENDATION 	 CONSULT. 	CRE8 	EST.PM, ILI'. Camp i=0 

I 	 PROCESS 	SUPPORT 	CPB 	.  PH. 	II PH.,II 
. ' Fresh Eruit & Vegetables 	 2 

	

;1-2 	Short Iatiè• &I Interpretations 	Retain 	 - 	- 	- 	 - - 

Parr Ir. Grndes,-i. Stan,iar 	3(1) 	Re tain , 	 I 	:  

3(2) & 3(3) Further Study (substantive ) 	 _ 	 33-84* 	84-85 *  
; 	 

	

4- 	Part 	Ill: - Racka 	c,  ein 	 4.(.2). Further - Study 	(substantive) 	 - 	. 	-E3-84* 	4-85* 8 	 - ; 
! 
! 	4(1)-  .15-8 Retain 

	

: 9-26 	Part LID:AppiIcat-ion 	9-23 & 25-26 Retain 
;  ; 	 Marking 	 24 Further Study (housekeeping) 	 _ 	 82-83* 	83-84* 

	

..-....... •••n ,•••n +--- 	. 

	

i 27-29 	Part It: Interprovincial 	Retain 	 ... 	

- 	 - 	 - 	
- 

I 	 
i 	 Trade 

	

1 30-34 	Part V: Exports 	 Retain 	 _ 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

I 35-39 	Part VI: Imports 	 Retain. 	 _ 	- 	- 	- 	- 

- 

	

1 40-43 	Part VII: Inspection 	 Retain 	 _ 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

44-48 	Part VIII: Seizure and 	 Retain 	 - 	- 	- 

	

I

- 	
- 	1 

Detention 
I  

	

; 49-55 	Part IX: Fees 	 Retain 	 - 	- 	- 	 - I 

	

i 5 6-6 5 	.art X: Registered Pro uze 	Retain 	 - 	- 	_ 	- 	- 
1  

Warehous:›s 
; 	  
1-66 	Schedule I - Table I 	 Retain 	 _ 	- 	- 	- 

1-80 	Schedule I - Table II 	 1-66 and 71-0 Retain . __ 	_ 	 
67-70 Further  Stuc:. 	.(substanrive) 	 _ 	 1 83-84* 	s4-a5* 

Schedule II - Stdard 	Retain 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	
:-.. 

, 

Packazes 
• 

ts, 
at the conclusion of Phase I. Completion dates represent our estimate of likely A.C. implementation timing. 

*Phase II and III activities turned over to Agriculture Canada with revision recommendations for their imple.mentation 
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1 	  
é 

• ! 

aura 
i 	 REGULATIOU 	I 	PIrONMENDATIOrst 	

. .COWSULT. CREB EST.PM, EST. COMPLET1 
'Sect. 1 	 . 	 PROCE55  SUPPORT CP8 	, PH.  IL PH./j 

. 	 . 	14 	! 	i 
é 	I- 	 . 	 : 

: 

EST. COMPLET 

1Short ritIe and Interpret. 	1 Retain 

t 3-9 	4Part I: Grades&  Standards 	1 3-8 Retain, e., Further study (substanti....--E) 	
.
- 1 

110-19  Part' lit Registration of 	1 Retain 

1 	I 	 L.sabiLsaments 
! 	

. 	. : 	 . 	. 

, 	 . 
.20-30 ;Pare 'gr. Packing 	 I Retain 

31-47 :Part I?: Marking 	 ! Retain 

148-51 'Part V: Inspection and 	1 Retain 

1  Certification 1 

i52-55 Part VI: Export and Inter- 	i Retain 

provincial Trade 

56-64 Part VII: Imports 	 1 Retain 

165-69 Parr VIII: Seizure and 	1 Retain 

1 	 Detention 	 1 

.Schedules I & II 	 1 Retain 



1 1-7 	IShort Title t Interpretation • 1 Retain 

174-?1 :Part III: Administration 	1 74-76 and 80-81  Retain  
••••• 82-8330 83-84 77-79 Further Study (housekeeping)  - 

• . 
••••••••••n •••••••• 

!Schedules I - VII 	 i Retain 

• 

 

•nn • 	 Oa» 	 •n••n • 

1 

11/4. 

• Sect. REGULATION REIDDMMEWATIOU 

• • 
• 
• 

n••• 33-84*I 84- 

. 	I 

.nnn 

NMI MI Bill MI BM re iguk, am MN RBI 	1111111 IBM BM 

I 2 Further Study (substantive)  

13-23 I Parti:  Standards 	 I 3-11 & 14-15 & 17-18 & 20-21 & 23 Retain 

i 12, 13, 16, 19, 22 Further Study (substan.) .  

:24-73 ;Part II: Imternationel 	; Retain 

Interprovincial Trade 

• • • :. 

; 	
! 

. 	
! 

.• 	 n 	1 
i 	 I 

I  

• 
nn • 

; 	 1 
	  I 	I 1 I 

I 	 1 
1 	

i 1 	  
1  

1 	  

*see note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table 

IDairy Products Regulations 

•n •• 83-84*1 s4-85 

'CONSULT.' CREB ,EST.FM, -  EST. COMP LE? 

	

" PROCESS SUPPORT CPB 	PE4.  -tit PIE .  

! 	 30 



• 

58  
• mmO 	 am, 

- --01  -  I.  

Md. 	 «MD 

! 10-13: Par: II: Packing '  eetain - 

! 14-22: Part III: Marking 

1 23-25: Part IV: Inspection and 

M•• aaa 	 ma. 	 alab f Retain 

Retain •••n 	 •••n 

amea/mmaamia• 	 amma/a/M 

•• 

83-84* •  

: Part VI: Imports 	 ! Retain 

31-32 Part VII: Reports 	 t Re tain  
30 

••• 

82-83 k  83-24 *  

«I» 

84-83*  

83-84*.  /34_87 *  

83-F4 *  8L1-85* 

 83-'34*  

Further Study (substantive) 

Further Study (substantive) 

1 

!Schedule I 

!Schedule II 

:Schedule III 

;Schedule IV 

Further Study (substantive) 

Further Study (substantive) 

; 
.1 

• Mal Ian an MI Ina 	Tai\ ail 	 Mill . . C 
REZ0:17..ZZATICN • REGVUJION 

Sect.! 
:aMSULT CREB EST . Ell, EST. COMP  LETIOI 

 :PRCCESS SUPPORT CPS 	e PH.  [ PH . 

1 	 ! 
 

• 	  
Egg Regu/ations 

11-2 	Short Title & Interpretation 	Retain 

L212__j Part I: Grade aies  Grading  j 3 Further Study (substantive) 

4-9 Retain 

Certification 

26-29 Part V: Export and Inter- 	! 26-29 Retain 

provincial Trade 	! 27- 28 Further Studv (substantive) 

33-37 1 Part  VIII: Seizure & Detentioh 33 Further Study (housekeeping)  

1 	 34-37 Retain  

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table 



CF-7-3 	EST.i>." 
PPs:"..217.7-27  F-7.2 7.7ZT CPr, 

Processed Poultry-  Rezulationsi ! 	14 	I 

82-83* 83-84' 

I ; 

82-83 *.  83-84e 

••••• •••• 

; 

f 

• 
; 

• 
• 

	

1-2 	Short Title & Interpretation 	Retain  

	

3-26 	Part I: Standards - 	- 	3 & 5-8 & 10-19 & 23-26 Retain 

I 4 & 9 & 20-22 Further Study (housekeeping) 

- 27-31 i Part II: International and 	! 27-30 Retain  

Internrovincial  Trade 	; 31 Further Study (houseke.eoing) 

32-38 Part III: Administration 	; Retain 

101n11". 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables Table 



- 

I Sect. 	 CP 	! 	:.-:-.. 7/- - 1 	 ,•-• 7 r••n •• • 

1 

/Maple PradUcts Regulations 	Ï 	
! 28 	

; 

cFr3 Lc- 

1-3 	iShort Titre- e  Imterpretation I Retain -  

. 	, 
•and Application 

IT/: Marking 	 I Retain 

1 

/Part I: Grades and Grading ; Retain • 14 

!9-1O i Part II: Packing I Retain •nn •n 	 ..••• 

! 13-14 :Part IV: Inspection and 	Retain 

Certification 

15-19 :Part V: Export and Inter- 	'Retain 

• 
8 2 — 3ec • 83-8-te 120-23 :Part VI: Seizure, Detention 	120-21 Further Study (housekeeping)  

provincial Trade 

and Forfeiture 	'22-23 Retain 

'Schedule I 	 'Further Study (substantive) 	  

ischedule II - IV 	 (Retain 	 . 

!Schedule V 	 'Further Study (housekeeping) 

1 	f 	1 
— 	i 	I83_8.*  : 84-85*  

. 	_ 	; ... 	 1 . 	1...  
— 	  • 82-8> f 83-84*  

i 	 I 	 . 
! , -  

; 

I 	 I 	 ,  

I 	 ; 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables 



_ 
:Schedule II 	 ; Retain 

C.•.çrl:".*. CEEB 
.PFe-CEFF. cUPP: CPiri 

q 

1 Processed Egg Regulations 
p:-2 'Short Title & Interpretation 	Retain 

- 3-16 Fart 1: Grades and Grade 	' Retain 1 	 . : . 	- 	i 	- ; .= 
1 	:. Requirements 	 1 	 • 

, 
i 17-22 :Part II: Interprovincial and : Retain 	 ; 	- 	- 	-_ 	. • 1 : 	: 	_ 	1 

International Trade ' 
23-29 :Part III: Administration 

i : 25 Further Study (housekeeping) 8 9-53* S3-84;1 1 e•••••••nn ••n •. 

; i
: 

MID 

•••• 	 41.M. 	 MM. • !Schedule I 	 Retain 

"1" 	'",'" • • 

1 

1 
Sect. 

•, 

! 23-24 and 26-29 Retain 

1 

ts3 • 

II 	 
*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table 
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TARN BM MI 

I Sect. 	1 	 zr.---........•• ..Li.L_-.. 

	

1 	
RECC=2:=2:: 	 LL,...7.,‘,. 	4.--nz.;.) 	. r....z: -_, 	.----,-;7. 	cc:.7.-- -7"--i- 

'PR=SS :SUPP()7:7 	CPS 	.nii. 	IT. PH. 	7  

I Honey Regulations 	 1 	 i 	- 	 i 
t 

.1-4 	:Short Title, Interpretation, I 	Retain 	 . 	- 	I 	.- 	: 	- 	- 	I 	- 
Ulelegation of Power-and 

	

I 	 . 	 I  

1 Application 	 I 	 : 	 t 	• 	• 

5-27 	: Part I: Grading 	 I 	Retain 	 • 	- 	• 	- 	- 	: 	_ 	! 	- 

28-34 	Part II: Packing 	 : 	Retain 	 - 	 . 	- 	- 	- 	: 	- 	: . 	- 

I 35-37:Part III: Marking 	 I 	Retain 	, 	 _ 	- 	- 	. 	_ 	: 	- 

	

, 	 . 	
› 	. 

38-45 :Part IV: Inspection and 	! ' 	Retain 	 - 	 : 	- 	 - 
 ----- - 

I 	 Certification 	I 	• 	I 

:4b-J4 i 'art  V: 	imports and Lxports 	1 	Kerala 	 - 	- 	- - 	: 	- ; 	. 

	

55-59 :Part IV: Seizure & Detention I 	Retain 	 - 	• 	- 	- 	 ; 	- J 	;  
:Schedule I 	 : 	Retain 	 ' 	- 	. 	- 	- 	1 	- 	I 	- 
1 	 . 	 . ! 	 I 	

. 	
. J 	I  

. 	i 	i  : 	. 
1 	 f 	 4

. 

; 

ban••••••.» 

morel, 

CO 
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! 	SECTION 	SUB-HEADINGS OF REGULATIONS 	 RECOMMENDATION 	I 	CONSULT. 	.CRE3 	EST.PM , 	EST. Cp ml.. ;  

	

L 	 1 	PROCESS 	SUPPORT 	CPB 	PH.II / 	1-% 	. 

	

i 	 I 	 Ii 1 	SHORT TITLE 	 I 	Retain 	• 	1 

	

1 

	

2° 	INTERPRETATION 	
1 	 ; 
1 	Further Study Requir d 1 	Mail  
1 

t 

	

, 	3 	LABELLING REQUIRiMENTS 	 Further Study Required 1 	Mail  

ARTICLES TO BE LABELLED AS  REQUIRED 	Retain 	 ---- 

1 
e 

	

5. 	 Articles 	to be labelled 	as 	; s 
required 	 Further Study Recuire 	Mail  

1 
Exemption for labelling 
requirements 	 Retain 	 

1 

	

7 	 Exemptions for education, 	• 	 1 
public utilities, etc. 	 Further Study Required / 	Mail  

Labelling of Imports 	 Retain 	 1 	 

	

9 	 Second-hand  articles 	 Further Study Recuired 	Mail 	 ----- 	 

	

9.1 	 Piece goods by mail order 	Retain    

	

I 	
10 	 Stuffed articles - provincial 	Further Study Required 	Mail  

	

i 	11 	
INFORMATION TO BE SHOWN IN LABEL 	 I 

Information 	 Further Study Required j 	Mail  ' 	

• 

1 1 
12 	 Dealer Identification 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

MANNER IN JHICH INFORMATION IS 	 - 
 	TO BE SHOWN 	 ' 	 1  	1 

	

i 	 • 
13 	 Legibility and size type 	Retain 	 1  	----- 

14 	 Manner of display 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

5, 	16, 	17 	 Readily accessible 	 Retain 	 - 	 -- 

	

. 	. 
18 	 Remnants 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

19 	 Piece Goods 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

r.nT:7: 	Al A rnsult of r!:.. 	 nii in th.-: « I 	1 ,. p!!se, clvét::,; 	 requir •d. 
, C 



UM MI all 	 FL MI MI 	MI MI MI MI 
APPE, TAULAR 	 (17  FIN7.: 	I':  PHASE I  REGULATORY REVIEW 

SECTION 	• 	SUB—HEADINGS OF REGULATIONS 	 RECOMMENDATION 	CONSULT. 	CREB 	EST. Pi, 	EST. .0 MPLET 
I 	PROCESS 	SUPPORT 	CPB 	PILII 	PH.I1  

FORM OF LABEL AND MANNER OF 1 APPLICATU:N  

	

. 	 .. 	 I 70 	 Thread, 	yarn, 	twine 	 t 	Retain 	 g  

'I 	 Wraprers, 	oackanes, containers, 	Retain 	 1  
I 	 

	

22, 23, 24 	ADVERTISING :.E(..IREMENTS 	 Further Study Required . 	Mail 	t  

MANNER IN ;;lucH TEXTILE FIBRE 	 . 
25 	CONTENT is TO BE SHOWN 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

26 	GENERIC NA -:ES  FO 2 TEXTILE FIBRES 	Further Study Required ! 	Nail 	 ' 

TEXTILE FIBRE FOR WHICH NO 
27 	GENERIC  NA ME' !-US BEEN PRESCRIBED 	Further Studv Required. 	Mail  

	

2E, 29, -  30 	AMOUNT OF TEXTILE FIBRE 	 Further Study Require 	Mail  

TEXTILE FIBRE CONTENT  

31 	 Textile fibre content 	 Further Study Required 	-Mail 	
. 

, 33 	 Unknown & reprocessed fibres 	Retain 	 

34 	 SECTIONS 	 Ç 	Further Study Required ... 

* 35 	PILE FABRICS 	 Further Study Required 	Mail 	...._-- 
t  	. 

36 	TRIMMINGS 	 Further Study Required 
Houskeeping 
	 i 

I  	 I 	
. 

LININGS, 	INTERLININGS, 	PADDINGS 	 . 
37, 38 	AND FINDINGS 	 Further Study Required 	Mai/ 	

4 

39 	1 	FINDINGS 	 Further Study Required 	Mail  

, 	40 	 TRADE MARKS & DESCRIPTIVE TERMS 	Further Study Required 	Mail 	 : 	4 * 

.41 — 45 	FALSE OR MISLEADING REPRESENTATION 	Further Study Required 	Mail 	Yes 	 ' 

12 	1982/83 	-83/81.  

NOTE: As a result of the initial mailing in the consultation phase, meetings may be required. 



- Ph: 

- 1 

' mail ! 

..n 11•111. 

?,«Inew 

!Quantity Declaration and 

!Type Size Requirement 	!Retain 

19 :txemption from Metric Net 

f _ 	_ 

mum mum 	. . . mum me •  eme .  mmi .. ggel OMMI 	MI MI UM MIR MI OM MIMI 
C=S5I:1•.; cREB  

 L. 	 "PR.7,7=SS LSUPPOT C.?i ,  
1 

. 	
• 	 i 	 1  

IL  2.  *Short Title & Interpretation 'Retain 
1 

1 -.' 	lExemptime fro= all 	 !Further study reouired Y  

L_ 	1  provisions of the  Act 	I  
1 	 é 
I - 	

.Exemptions fro= sections 4, ! 
' 	 'f 

i 	i5, 6, :8 and 10 cf the Act 	!Retain 
 	; 
i 3, 	iExemptions from section 4 and!  

n Subparagrach ln('-') ( 4e ) of ActiFurther  

i5.1 	!Exemption from Sec 7 o f Ac t Inctain  

16 	!Bilingua/ Requirements and 	IFurther  study recuired 

rail 

• ; 	 I !Exem 	 ;(  ptions 	 Test Market Provisicns cn1-.-) 	nail 
_ 	_ 	f 

:A !,, ;5, 	pplication of label to  

p, vp.,11 Prepackaged Product 	 'Retain 

!Part  of label on which  

!information  to be shown 	Retain 

114,15,ISize of Type in which 

16 	!Information to be Shown 	,Retain 

17 	
; 
!Declarations of Net Quantity Retain 

18 	!Exemption from Net Quantity . .. 
!Retain Declaration 

21, 22;Manner of Declaring Net 	!Further study reouired (section 23  on'_:) 	  

23 	! 	Quantity 	 !Repeal (Item 10 of Table to 22(1) onlY) 	mail  

1 24, 251Units of Measurenent 'Retain 

126, 27,27.1  



_ 	_\ • • 

-‘ 
. 	 , 

;rackai.ed Separately 
1qC1' 

-....rtiezczents 

:AnIvne' 

••• 

i 	• 

.•• 
n••• 

Retain 

!Further stUdy recuer ,.d ' mail 

mail 

!Declaration of Nominal VolumelRetain 
«le nnn •n Ma, OM. 

ktandardization of Container 'Further study required (all) • mail 

' mail 
•n•• 

MI • r- 
. 

REGULATTOM 	. 	 RECOMMENDATION 	 CONSULT. CRE8 L:sr_Pm. Ë-5--r. cu.« , 	. 
: 	 PROCESS - SUPPORT CPE• 	•—F-7.1 .-1-7 .  .T.T.i 

! 
. 	 t 

_ 
,Ire.J.ac,aged Product:3 ca- 

- , slsrfzir• 	 r';I• 
- 	 _ • _ — - . 	- - - _ — — _ 

;Exemption from  Subparagraphs 

 10(b)(±) and (ii) of the Act 

1;3 :Representation 2e. to ;':ber  

:of Servings 	 Further study raquir.i-d 

:Pictorial Representations on 

'Food Labels 

r— 

9,40inspection 	 • ;Further study required  (section 39 only) ' 

i 
i 	 I 	12 	'82....-'83 : 1 84-'85 

i 	i 	 1 

 

• I __ 	--_-=.---- 	 
1 	' 

! 	 ! 
;  

I 

	 . 	 1 
' 	 I 	I 	. 

I 	 . 	 r--- 

I 	 . 	 . 	 I 	1. ,........- ! 	 I 	
. 

:

f 	  

f 	 i 	 !     1 	I  
. 	 1  ,  
1 	- 	. 	1 	' 	 • 	

r 1 	. : 	.  
NOTES: 1) Section 20 has been revoked and the number rerains unused. 

2) - 1 a result of the initial 	Illing in :J.:c 	 hase, 	 may be 

1 Sizes 

!Jt 	!Capacity of Receptacles 

i 38 	!Tolerances 

236 

'Amend (36(1)(i)(i) and 36(5) only 

'Further study required 

 !Retain 

mail 

I 	• 

ta  



i 	• 
• 

ISizing Regulations A rend  

; 

MIMI 
:.•a•L:-. a TRUE LABELLING REGULATIONS 	

MU fin 	MUM MIMI Inn 	 ilIMM inn 11111 

- 

-PRnCESS •SUD7--)ORT; CPF.: rt, PI-I .  II I  

4National  Irade Mark Garment 1 	 1  
Mail ; - 	! 

-i.  
IF-al.:cock Test Eottles and 	 • 
.1 

	

t 	 :  

	

, 	!Pipettes Regulations 	 Retain 	 - • - 
. 	 . 	 . 

	

.t. 	;Canada Standard Measuring 	 : 

CUms and Spoons . 	 . 	 i 	. 
_ 
Mail Yes à 

	

1 	t Regulations 	 i Further study reauired 	 . .. . 	. 	 . 
; 	•*•1  

	....n .......n -••••n •••••• n ••••nn -••n •n•• n •••n 

4 ;Chamis Labelling. • 
Regulations 	 t  Further study required 	 Mail Yes 

1  

;Turpentine I.=1-11e4ling 
-.. 

A 	 ; Regulations 	 I Further study recuired 	 ;  Mail  Yes i 
.; 	  , 1 	 i  
-: 	:Fur Gerrent Regulations 	; Further study reauired 	 Mail Yes : 

- 

:Watch Jewels Markirc 

Reculations • i '1Irther study required 	 Mail Yes 

! 	 9 	!62-e83 ;q3.1-'85 

1 

• a 	: 	 1   • _______ 
à 	 ' 	: .i,  ;  

NOTE:  As a result of the initial mailing in the consultation phase, meetings may be reauired. 



1111.11 	111111 Mill MIMI MU Ili MIMI WM 

_ 

IIIIM • 111111 Bill UM 

n•••n 

1 

I 
! 	 1 	I 

i 	 j 	 I ; 	I 
1 	 • 	 I  

I 	 I 	 i 	 i 	I 
1 

1 
1 

1 

I 
- 

I 

• 1 
I 

, , •
PI: 

	

, ,-; 	• j . 	 = 0: Z 	! .• 	 C.C7. RECO:-Z. 7-ZAT 7  C.: 	 . . -.57::::: . . • C B 	ES: . 	
,

r: !, EST. COE.  =ON  

	

:- 	Fo od  & Drug Regulations 	 PRL1172Fr• - z•----.L-Pr OTZT CP-6 	• PH. TT, :-.-. 11 1  

- 

	

Part A 	 . Further studY 	 _ Mail  &'Neetinb No ' 0.5 	!1982 1 1983  

	

i. 	li 	t Part  B Division 1 	1 Further study 	
..... 

	

Mail & Neetins Yes . 6.0 	!1983 1 1985 
I 	 : 	

.  

	

1.•" 	i 	.  !  Part  D 	 . 	1 Further study 	 Mail &:Meetinàs  Yes .1  6.0. 	11984 1 1985  

	

i 	
ir 

	

" 4  i Pa r t E. 	 ; Further study 	 Mail & Meetins  No " 0.5 	i1982 1 1984 
I. 

	

.. 	 , 
1  ,  

	

t- 	r 	• i; ______ 	 . 	• ! 	, 	; 	 . • . 	•  , 
; 1 



BIM UM IBM MI 	 _ 
- ; 

.. 11111111 	MI MI MI UM à:11111111 
.  	N. 

REGULATION 	 RECOMMENDATIO0 	 cemgsuLT. 	CREB 	1-..BT.PM, 	-i. comPilTror 
1  Sect. 	 PRESS 	SUPPORT 	CPB 	. PH. IL PS. II; 
I  . 	 .î 
i 	FreshEruit S. Vegetables 	 2 	. 

!,- 	 
;1-2 	Shortlatlb. &Interpretations 	Retain 	

- 	- 	-  

l 	3 	Part Ir. Cradle-s-i- Standarda 	3(1) 	Retain,. 	 - 	
. 

1 	
. 	 _ 

f 	 3(2) S 3(3) Further  Study  (substantive) 	 - 	 33-84 	4-85 
b 	  

1 4-a 	l' art  1171: . Rackaging 	 4.C2) 	Further Study  (substantive) 	 - 	 E3-84* 	34-85* 
1 i 	 
; 	 4(1) & 5-8 Retain 

IL  

-26 	Part L11:::Applicat-ion 	, 	9-23 & 25-26 Retain 

Harkdng 	 ' 	24 Further Study (housekeeping) 	- 	 - 	 S2-83* 	83-84* 
 	___,-------- 

._ 
27- 29 	Part Ir: Interprovincial 	Retain 	 - 	 - 	- 

Trade , 

" 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 
30-34 	Part V: Exports 	 ' 	eetain 

35-39 	Part VI: Imports 	 Retain 	 _ 	- 	- 	- 	- 

40-43 	Part VII: Inspection 	 Retain 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 

44-48 	?art VIII: Seizure and 	 Rerain 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Detention 	 , 

49-55 	Part IX: Fees 	 Retain 	 • 	- 	- 	_ 	- 	- 

56-65 	Part X: Registered Produze 	Retain _ 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Warehoust>s 

1-66 	Schedule I - Table I 	 Retain 	 - 	- 	- 	- 

1-E0 	Schedule I - Table II 	 1-66 and 71-0 Retain __ 	• 	___ 	 , 
ri7-70 Further  Stuc. 	(substantive) 	 - 	 83-84* 	s4-e5* 	' 

Schedule /I - Stnndard 	 Retain 	 - 	- 	_ 	- 	- 

Fackazes   . I_  	 .........

• 

. 	--I 	_ 
- 	

. 	• 	,.._ 	___ 	e.---A- -.1- - 	.-,,,,,,,,..nAcrinne 	fnr rhpir 	imn 	e=entation 
*Phase II and III activities turned over to Agrtcuiture k-aneuu WLLIL XCV1pà.Vii 

at the conclusion of Phase I. Completion dates represent our estimate of likely 
A.C. implementation  timing.  



COasuLT. CBES EST.PM, EST. COMPLETr 

	

PROCESS SUPPORT CPB 	, PH. IL PH.1I  
, 	14 	, 

iProcessed: Fruit t Vegetables 1. 

PECOMMEMDATION 1 
" Sect. i I 

REGULATE»: 

dale 

;1-2 	1Short rLtie and Interpret. 	1 Retain 

•nn 

110-19 :Part  11. Registration of 	1 Retain 

provincial Trade 

1 Certificaticn 

52-55 : Part VI: Export and Inter- 	! Retain 

MIR 

f: 31-47 :Part 17: Marking 	 ! Retain 

48-51 ! Part V: Inspection and 	Retain 

56-64 Part VII: Imports 	 1 Retain 

65-69 ;Parr VIII: Seizure and Retain 
«MN 

Schedules I &  II 	 1 Retain •••••• 	 nn • 

. 	 . 

_1117-11111111 UM Ma MIMI 111111111 	 r1111 

!3-9 	4 Part 	Grades-t Stamdards 	1 3-8 Retain, 9 Furth*r sLudy (sustantiv) 	 - I 

i 	
r.ssamcnts 	i• 	 : . 	 ' 
	 .. 	

• 

- 	 . 
- 	 - 

20-30 	IeI: Packing 	 ; Retain WM. 	 ••n 

Detention 



MU 	elle_111111, 	 IIIIII 

f 
RECCKIEIDATIOU REGULATION 

1Dairy  eroducts  Regulations  

.1-2 	!Short Tftle.t Interpretation 1 1 Retain 
t ik 8.4-85 

: 83-84*! S4-85  n•nnn 

«Pe .••• 

' s2-g3* S3-841 

011. nINM 

MUSULT: CRES . ES:.em, -  EST. COMPLE11  

	

l'ACZESS SUPPORT. CFB 	PH. ri7pm.I/ 

	

30 	 1 

i 	4 	 , 	 1 2 Further Study (substantive) 	
: • 

13-23 i Fart I,: Stands 	 ! 3-11  S 14-15  & 17-18  & 20-21 & 23 Retain 
1 
! 	i 	 ; 12, 13, 16, 19, 22 Further Study (substan.)  

:24-73 :Part /I: Imternateonal ...:1-' 	! Retain  

Interp.roviecial Trade 

174-21 :Part III: Administration 	: 74-76 and 80-81 retain  

! 77-79 Further Study (housekeening) 

1ScE-:edules I - VII 	 I Retain 
: 	 ! 

; 	
I 

. 	

. 	 . 	, . 	I 

• . 	 : . 	 . : . 	1 
I  

! 	

.  1  t 

! 	 i 	 . 	• 	I 

• 

*see noto Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table 
fs, 
te, 



I Sect.i 

t. 
Re- Eg- 	u/ations f 	5, • b 

:a3NSULT. CRES EST.PM , EST. COMPLFTIO 
-PRCCESS SUPPORT CPS 	Tî. IL PH. ri 

çs 

1-2 I Short Title & Interpretation I Retain 

R=zr-11:::17a-icri P.EGUIATION 

3-9 	Part 1: Grade ::aies  Grading 	3 Further Study (substantive) . C-4.•••CD.  -1  

I 4-9 Retain 

Certification 

10-13 

Par* ".*: xport and Inter- 26-29 Retain 

?art :I: Packing eetain t  

Part III: Marking Retain 

: Part IT:: Inspection and ; Retain - 
1- 15 

41.• dale 

provincial Trade 

•••• 

S3-q4*: 

83-F4 *  

0, 

34-85*  
84-87.* 

.5.:2435* . 
OM. 

; 31-32 ; Part T.-U.: Reports I Retain ego, 

I 34-37 Retain 

; Schedule I 

; Schedule II 

:Scheduln.  III 

 ; qch....- dule IV 

Further Study (substantive) 
• Furtner Study (substantive) 

Further Study (substantive) 

Further Study (substantive) 

33-37 ! Part VIII: Seizure & Detentioh 33 Further Study (housekeeping) 82-83 *: 33-94 *  

Ttlaw• 

i 

31111(--  SIMI NZ IIIIIII BM MI „au_ ern um ma 	. 	 am 

30 	: Parr. VI: Iniports 

! 27- 28 Further  Stud7 (substantive) 

Retain 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table 



am um ma am um  aLr_ „,.. 

Sect.. 

r rrocessed Poultry Rezulationst ! 14 

/-2 IShort Title e Interpretation I Retain - 

CF.= EST. 	7.-5- 
T 	. 7 

t 
3-26 -Part 1: Standards  - 	 I 3 & 5-8 & 10-19 & 23-26 Retain 	 ' 	 • 	t . 	 I 	

. ; 

i 	: 	 I 4 & 9 & 20-22 Further Study (housekeepim;) 	
.... 	 :82 -- 5 3* i 2 3-S-fi , 

p27-31  . Part II: International and 	1  27-30 Retain 	 : ___ 

: 

8 1-2.,* 33-e :nternrevincial Trade 	-; 31 Further Study (housekeeping) 
• i32-38  : Part III: Administration 	; Retain  

• n •n •••+ 

n •nnn •••• 

; 

; 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables Table 

. I 



Pchedule V 	 ;Further Study (housekeeping) 

; 

; 

1Map1e Products Regulations 
•i  Short 	Tmterpretation ; Retain 

:3-10 :Part II: Packing 

1 1-1 1  :P-)rt ITI: Marking 
13- 1 4 :Part IV: Inspection and 

; Retain 

; Retain 

Retain 

Certification 

provincial Trade 

i20-23 :Part VI: Seizure, Detention 	;20-21 Further Study (housekeeping) 82-:331e  

and Forfeiture 	;22-23 Retain 

:Schedule I 

;Schedule II - IV 

Further Study (substantive) 

;Retain 

i Sect. 
P.ErG:.2"12 -.DATIC :: 0-v.:SU:I'. CFI:5 

PRe1C7Fr. cUPP.."?nT. CPb 71.  nw - 
=r-- - 

' 	28 	! 
1 

; 	•-•• 	 ••••• 

• -fend Application 

;4-2 	part T: Grades and Grading 	; Retain 

nnn 

s3-84* ! 844î5* 

15-19 :Part V: Export and Inter- 	;Retain 

PH. 

s 

IIII1 	MI WWI MI !MI 411111P MI! ,1111111.. 	IIIIM 11111111 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables 
C's 



••• T 
. . . 	 . 

- 

13-15 .Part 1: Grades and grade 	' Retain I  
1 	 ! I 	I 	Require=ents 
r 
!l7-22 :Part II: Interprovincial and 	Retain 

International Trade 

1_23-29 :Part III: Adrdnistration 	23-24 and 26-29 Retain 

: 25 Further Study (housekeeping) :82-S3* .  S3-S4e 

tam ale 

mmome.1.• 

:Schedule I 	 ! Retain 

'Schedule II 	 Retain 

our 	Rs mu am am um 	 mug L. 1.111 . 1111111111111111111111111111•1111 

t 
'Sect. I 

I Processed Egg Regulations ii1-2 	!Short Title & Interpretation 	Retain 

.C3: :5: 7 	CF. E. . 

.PF:=E:7; 

I 	I 	• 	 i 

I 	II  s 	 1 

i 	I 	 i  

....••nn •• 

f 

*See note Fresh Fruit & Vegetables table F.3 



11111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111 

•n •1. 

um ma-. me um am am um ria 	. 

Sect. i 	 sz-r:L= 	 co:..=... 	,....f.Li 	. E57.:7% 	rc7. C7C--:- "-: 
! 	 I 	RECC=2:= ezUPPerr-: 	CPS 	!  PH.  
!Homey P.egulations 	 1 	 1 	 ! 	: 	- 	r 	1 
1 	 : 

i  1-4 	I Short Title, interpretation, I 	Retain 	 - 	i 	- 	: 	- 	! 	- 	1 	- f 	 :  

	

1 	
i 	 1 I 	'Delegation of Power_and 	 i 	I 	'  

	

1 	 1 A-'p 
	

! 	
. 	

! 	

1 

Application i 	r 	 1 
	

1  
:  5-27 	; Part I: Grading 	 ' 	Retain 

	

! 	 • 	- 	- 	- 	_ 	_ 	 - 

-2-e=54 	Part II: Packing 	 ' 	Retain 	 - 	 . 	- 	- 	. 	- 

, 35-37: Part III: Marking 	 i 	Retain 	 - 	- 	- 	• 	- 	: 	- 1 

38-45 : Part IV: . Inspection and 	' 	Retain 	 - 	- 	-- 	: 	- 	- 

	

f 	 ---......--- 	 
• r.......etz...-..,....... 	1 	 ,- 	 , 

46-54 : Part V: Imports and Exports : Retain . 	 . 

	

55 -59  !'Part IV: Seizure & Detention I 	Retain 	 - 	. 	- 	- 	: 	 mr 
. 	 ; 

; 	
.«. 

. 
; Schedule I 	 1 	Petain 

	

f 	s 	
• 	 • 	 • 	 • 	

1 	
• 

	 1 
. 	

. I1f  
, 

. i 	 1  	 i 	1  
. 	

, 



11n 1 	1111111 . , IIIIIII 

Exemptions for education, 
public utilities, etc. 

Labelling of Imvorts 

Second-hand articles 9 

8 

Dealer Identification 

MANNER IN m1VICH INFORMATION IS 
TO BE SW= 

Legibility and size type 13 

12 

Manner of display 	 Further Study Required Mail 14 

. 1 	15,  1E, 17 • 

SECTION 	j 	SUB-HEADINGS OF REGULATIONS 	 RECOMMENDATION 	I 	CONSULT. 	CRE3 	EST.PM, 1 	EST. gal\ 
PROCESS 	SUPPORT 	CPB 	PH.II  

i.  	 SHORT TITLE 	 Retain 	 22:› 

, 	/NTERPRETATION 	 Further Study Required 	Mail 	 1 	1 	 

	

1 	 f . 	 I 
3 	LABE/A./NG REQUIREMENTS 	 Further Study Required 	Mail 	

I 	
1 	i  

. 	 I 4 	ARTICLES TO BE LABELLED AS REQUIRED 	Rotain 	
- 	I    L  

5 	 Articles to be labelled as 	 1 	 i 	1 
t  required 	 Further Study Recuired 	Mail 	1 	 . 1  
I 

Exemption 	for labelling ' •

, 	6 	 requirements 	 Retain 	 ---- 	• 	
t 

	

-:--- 	!    1 

9.1 	1 	Piece goods by mail order 

10 

INFORMATION TO BE SHOWN IN LABEL 

1 	
. 

	

! Fur:her Study Required 	Mail 	1 ----- 	 1 / 	

1 
; 

	

1   1 a 
' Retaen 	 1  	 f  

; ; 

	

t  Further Study Recuired 	Mail 	/ J 	, _____ , 	 ,  

1
. 	i 

1  

	

! Further Study Required 	Mail 	 1 	I 	1 
1 

, 1 , 	
. i 
!  

	

Further Study Required f 	Mail 	1  	 
1 

1  I 1  

	

Further Study Recuired i Mail 	1  	  
•

, 1 	1 ,  
1 

	

, 	4 
1 
I  
I 1 1

! 

1 
1 

I ' 

Retain 	 I 	 1 1 	; 
1  /  	I   1 

/ Retain I Retain 

Stuffed articles - provincial 	Further_Study_Required 

I   I 

11 	 Information 

R=.., dily  accessible 	 I  Retain 

18 	 Remnants 	 Further Study Required 	Mail 

19  Piece Goods 	 ! Further Study Required ! 	Mail 
T77: 	Al :; roe.ult of r!:.. 	 rA7-: 	 roquires!. 

7° 



Retain J. 20 	 Thread, yarn, twine 
' 

SECTION 

IMMI 	IMMI IMMI 	IIMMI 10111h IMMI IMMI 	 IMMI MI lag . 111111 
TADULAR 	tUMMA''''Y 07 Fr:77:‘, 	17: lq:ASE I RELATORY 	REVIEW APPE ‘, 

EST. COMPLET! 
P11.1.1 

FORM OF LA3EL AND MANNER OF 
APPLICAT 

SUB-HEADINGS OF REGULATIONS RECOMMENDATION I CONSULT. CREB EST.PM, 
PROCESS SUPPORT CPB 

\ ET. 
.1.1_ 

i 	Z1 	 wraprers, 	packar-es, 	contalners 	netain 	 f 	 o  

. 22. 23 ,  24 	ADVERTISING F.Er.IREMENTS 	 Furt::er Study Reluired . 	Mail 	1  	 I 	 1 	i  

I 	 MANNER IN eiICH TEXTILE FIBRE 	
1 
1 	 ! 	25 	CONTENT  IS TO SE SHOWN 	 Further Study Required 	Mail 	I 	1 	's  

	

.., 	GENERIC NA:-:ES For. TEXTILE FIBRES 	Further Study Required . 	Nail 	1  	 1 I 	/- 

	

-/ 	
TEXTILE FIBRE FOR ',;HICH :.:0 	 1 

1 	
1- 	GENERIC 	:‘?...--.: !-US BEEN PRESCRIBED 	Further Study Required ! 	Mail 	

i 

!  
8 	

; 	 I 
23 , 	3' 	AMOUNT OF TEXTILE FIBRE 	 Further Stud': Recuired f 	Mail 	i  	t 	 1 f. 

TEXTILE FIBRE CONTENT  

	

3 1 	 Textile fibre content 	 Further Study Required 	Nail  
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List of Background Studies  

The following studies were undertaken to provide input for 

this pre-evaluation assessment. Copies of these studies are 

available and will be provided by the Program Evaluation 

Division upon request. 
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1. Consumer Choice: Literature Survey, Issues Relevant to 

Traded GoodS' and Deceptive Marketing Practices by 

Kotowitz Economic Research Inc. March, 1983. 57 pages 

2. Policy Alternatives for Product Misrepresentation  

1  I by Mathewson Economic Consultants Inc. March 1983. 

42 pages 

3. Fraud Amongst Buyers and Sellers: Market, Legal and  

Other Remedies by Leon Courville and Reuven Brenner. 

March 1983. 55 pages 

4. Paper on Factors and Issues for a Program Evaluation  

Plan for Traded Goods and Deceptive Marketing Practices  

for the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs  

by Peter Eglington Associates March 1983. 22 pages 

The following consulting firms provided advice and 

contributed input for the production of this assessment 

study. 

1. Peat Marwick and Partners provided notes on branch 

operations and potential issues for evaluation and undertook 

a review of potential data bases. 

• 

2. Price Waterhouse provided advice on evaluation 

procedures, evaluation issues and the component logic model. 



3. Peter Eglington and Associates and CPER Associates 
reviewed the draft assessment study and provided comments 

and suggestions. 

4. The draft assessment study also benefitted from review 
and comment by the Office of the Comptroller General and the 
the Office of Regulatory Reform. 
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Evaluation Methodologies-and Questions  

This Annex presents a detailed list of potential 

evaluation questions that could be addressed by each of the 

methodologies described in Chapter IV of the report. In 

chapter IV, following the description of each methodology, 

only some examples of potential questions were provided to 

reduce the length of the text. However, the content of this 

Annex will be highly useful in providing further direction 
to staff and outside consultants who will be undertaking the 

various study modules. The following sections provide a 
list of questions to be addressed by each methodology 

proposed in the report. 
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I. Literature Review  

Potential,;evaluation questions that could be addressed 
through a literature review are the following: 

A) Rationale Issues  

- What are the circumstances under which informational 
imperfections are likely to arise? 

- In which Canadian consumer markets are conditions for 
informational market failures most likely to be present? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 
the component's activities, which should be considered? 

- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 
market forces from exercising their role in redressing 
the situation? 

- What type of information is required by consumers in 
order to facilitate effective consumer choices? 

- What are the key factors/variables affecting the costs 
and benefits of different levels of intervention? 

• Are present environmental, economic, social, behavioural 
or other conditions different from those prevailing at 
the time all or part of the component's activities were 

introduced? 

- To•.what extent do Canadian consumers utilize.  information 

prior to make a purchasing decision? 
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- What are the factors affecting the Canadian consumer's 

use of information? 

- Do particular consumer or product characteristics create 

conditions favourable to the existence of informational 

gaps? Can these be related to specific cases or types of 

products/commodities? 

- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer informa-

tional market failures? 

B) Impacts and Effects Issues  

- What effects do regulations and standards have on the 

efficiency, orderliness and economy in particular sectors 

of the marketplace? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? 

Internationally? 

- Who should benefit from the provision of information 

through standards/regulations? 

C) Alternatives issues  

- Are there alternative corrective actions that could be 

considered based on economic or marketing theories? What 

are these corrective actions? 

- What are the informational market failures that the 

component's activities are designed to correct? What are 
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the reasons for the existence of these informational 

market failures? 

- Would alternative corrective actions be relevant for the 

correction of specific informational market failures 

which the component is expected to solve? 

- Under what circumstances would the alternative corrective 

actions be more appropriate? 

- For which products/commodities and/or services are the 

alternative corrective actions more applicable? What are 

the variables/factors affecting the extent of 

applicability of alternatives? 

- Are there countries which choose different approaches to 

correct the type of informational market failures that 

the component's activities and outputs are expected to 

correct? For which specific products/commodities and/or 

services were alternatives applied? To what extent were 

these 	alternatives effective in these countries? Why 

were they effective? How was their effectiveness 

measured? 

- What factors other than cost-effectiveness measures can 

• • te used to assess a) the effectiveness of each 

alternative? and b) its desirability from a social point 

of view? 

IL Sets of Interviews  

Potential evaluation questions identified in Chapter II 

of the report which could be pursued in the case of each set 

of interviews'can be stated as follows. 
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A) Federal interviews:  

i) Rationale issues  

-  Are the consumer products/commodities now subject to the 

component's activities part of Canadian consumer markets 

where informational market failures can be expected to 

occur or already exist? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 

the component's activities, which should be considered? 

- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situation? 

- Is the type of information provided by the 

regulations/standards administered by the component 

related to known consumer information needs? 

- To what extent is the ranking of consumer problems as 

established by the component to guide resource allocation 

decisions consistent with the priority given to them by 

'consumers themselves? 

- Is it possible to "tailor" the level of intervention to 

specific consumer products/commodities and/or services 

sectors? 

Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost/effective levels of intervention? 
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-  If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 

- Are the regulations/standards administered by the 

component assisting Canadian consumers in differentiating 

between products and reducing.the informational gaps? 

- When consumer problems arise that may indicate a need for 

the component's intervention, what are the various 

alternatives considered to deal with problem areas? 

- What are the variables/factors influencing the selection 

of particular corrective actions? 

- Could the outputs generated by the remedies be plausibly 

linked to the attainment of the objectives of the 

component? 

- Are the present component's outputs plausibly linked to 

the objectives of the component? 

ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Do the stated component's objectives correspond to 

impacts and effects expected to result from the 

component's activities and outputs? 

- Would it be possible to state the intended 

impacts/effects in a more appropriate way? 

- Are there other intended impacts/effects which should be 

considered but which are not formally stated? 
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- To what extent is it plausible to link the component's 

activities and outputs to the stated and/or unstated 

intended impacts/effects? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? Under which conditions would 

these occur? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? 

Internationally? 

- Are potential unintended impacts/effects recognized at 

the time regulations/standards are proposed and 

implemented? How do they impact on the expected benefits 

of the component's activities? Have these potential 

unintended impacts/effects changed over time? 

- Are there regional differences in the occurrence and 

seriousness of consumer problems? 

- To what extent are these regional differences 

significant? 

- To what extent does the national approach taken to solve 

problems generate negative impacts/effects in some 

regions? How are these affecting the magnitude of the 

overall impacts/effects of the component? 

- To what extent is it possible to reflect regional 

differences in proposals for corrective actions? 
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- To what extent is it possible to reduce negative 

impacts/effects by recognizing regional differences in 

proposals for corrective actions? 

- Who actually benefits from the component's activities 

(society at large, special groups, low, middle or high 

income, well-educated or uneducated, traders, consumers, 

politicians, etc.)? Can regional differences be 

identified? 

iii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- Are the objectives clearly defined and consistent with 

the component's mandate? If no, can the objectives be 

stated in a more appropriate way in order to reflect what 

is expected from the component's activities? 

- Which objectives not actually stated could be added as a 

consequence of the component's mandate? 

- Did the objectives of the component evolve over time? 

Which variables/factors have caused a re-statement of the 

component's objectives? 

- How are the existing objectives of the component 

perceived and interpreted by a) CCAC's senior 

management? b) Traded Goods component staff? 

- Why is it realistic to expect the component's activities 

to result in the achievement of the stated objectives? 

- Whet are the links between the component's mandate, 

activities and outputs that would logically lead to the 

expectation that the activities will result in the 

component meeting its objectives? 
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- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by other CCAC 

components, .other Federal departments, and the provinces 

as regards Consumer protection against product 

misrepresentation? 

- What are the objectives of these particular activities? 

Are these the same as the component's objectives? Are 

these clearly defined in terms of consumer protection? 

- To what extent is it possible to exclusively apportion 

areas of consumer protection to a) the component? b) 

other federal departments? c) provincial jurisdictions? 

- To what extent would this division reduce or eliminate 

overlap, duplication in the achievement of objectives? 

- What would be the net benefits of eliminating or reducing 

overlap or duplication if it exists? Would it be 

beneficial to integrate all CCAC's and other federal 

departments' activities dealing with consumer protection? 

- Where no formalized delineation has been established, 

would it be beneficial to formally delineate the role of 

each program responsible for part of the attainment of 

the component's objectives? 

- What are the various alternatives considered by the 

component when attempting to solve a particular consumer 

problem? 
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B- Provincial Interviews:  

i) Impacts :and effects issues  

- To what extent is it plausible to link the component's 

activities and outputs to the stated and/or unstated 

intended impacts/effects? 

ii) Achievement of objectives issues 

- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by the provinces 

as regards consumer protection against product 

misrepresentation? 

- What are the objectives of these particular activities? 

Are these the same as the component'b objectives? Are 

these clearly defined in terms of consumer protection? 

- To what extent is it possible to exclusively apportion 

areas of consumer protection to a) the component? b) 

provincial jurisdictions? 

- To what extent would this division reduce or eliminate 

overlap/duplication in the achievement of objectives? 

- What would be the net benefits of eliminating or reducing 

overlap/duplication if it exists? 

- Where no formalized delineation has been established, 

would it be beneficial to formally delineate the role of 

each program responsible for part of the attainment of 

the component's objectives? 
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C. Foreign Interviews  

i)  Alternatives issues  

- Are there countries which choose different approaches to 

correct the type of informational market failures that 

the component's activities and outputs are expected to 

correct? For which specific products/services were 

alternatives applied? To what extent were these 

alternatives effective in these countries? Why were they 

effective? How is their effectiveness measured? 

ii) Rationale issues  

- What is the most appropriate or optimal level of 

intervention? 

- Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost-effective levels of intervention? 

- What are the key factors/variables affecting the costs 

and benefits of different levels of intervention? 

- Are the regulations/standards administered under the 

foreign programs assisting consumers in differentiating 

- When consumer problems arise that may indicate a need for 

government intervention, what are the various 

alternatives considered to deal with problem areas? 

- What are the variables/factors influencing the selection 

of. particular corrective actions by the component? 
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- ' Which means/remedies are considered in foreign countries 

when studying the most appropriate way to respond to 

consumer informational market failures? 
„. 

- In countries where no regulations exist (in sectors which 

are regulated in Canada), how do consumers react and to 

what extent do they search for ways to fill their 

informational gaps? 

- In countries where no regulations exist, are traders 

motivated to supply the type of information mandated by 

the Canadian regulations? If yes, how much do they 

provide? For which specific products/commodities? What 

provides this motivation? 

iii) Impacts and effects issues  

- What effects do regulations and standards have on the 

efficiency, orderliness and economy in particular sectors 

of the marketplace in countries where they are 

implemented? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? If yes, under which conditions 

would these occur? 

Surveys  

Survey of Companies:  

In the case of the survey of companies it is expected 

that the following evaluation questions could be addressed: 
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i) Rationale issues  

- In which Canadian consumer markets are conditions for 

informational market failures most likely to be present? 

- To what extent does the prevalence of existing 

informational market failures constitute significant gaps 

for the efficiency of consumer markets? 

- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situation? 

- What type of information is required by consumers in 

order to facilitate effective consumer choices? 

- What is the most appropriate or optimal level of 

intervention? 

- Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost/effective levels of intervention? 

- What are the key factors/variables affecting the costs 

and benefits of different levels of intervention? 

- Are present environmental, economic, social, behaviour or 

other conditions different from those prevailing at the 

time when all or part of the component's activities were 

introduced? 

- If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 
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- Given the current socio-economic environment, are the 

goods and services affected by the component's activities 

the right ones? Should the list be contracted or 

expanded? 

- To what extent would market forces be expected to correct 

all or part of consumer informational problems (given 

present socio-economic conditions and traders' code of 

ethics)? 

ii) Alternative issues  

- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

information market failures? 

- Would these means, remedies generate outputs similar to 

the ones derived from the component's activities? What 

type of outputs could be expected from these remedies? 

- What are the costs (public and private) associated with 

the implementation of each alternative? How can these 

costs be estimated? Are there variables/factors 

influencing the magnitude of these costs? Are there 

hidden costs that cannot be estimated? Are there 

variable costs subject to changes over time? Are there 

regional differences in the costs of each alternative? 

By whom are costs likely to be borne? 

- For which alternatives do benefits outweigh the costs? 

Is this the case for the existing corrective actions? 
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- In the absence of regulations, would traders be motivated 

to supply the type of information mandated by the regula-

tions? If yes, how much would they provide? For which 

specific products/commodities? What provides this 

motivation? 

- In the absence of regulations, how would consumers react 

and to what extent would they search for ways to fill 

their informational gaps? 

iii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Given the component's activities and outputs, what are 

the unintended impacts/effects that could result from the 

component? 

- What effects do regulations and standards have on the 

efficiency, orderliness and economy in particular sectors 

of the marketplace? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? Under which conditions would 

these occur? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? 

Internationally? 

- Is it possible to determine the magnitude of these 

potential unintended effects? How would these be 

measured? What is the magnitude? 
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- Is it possible to change the magnitude/extent of negative 

impacts/effects without negatively affecting the 

benefits? How would it be possible? 

- What are the costs of these impacts/effects? 

- Is it possible to determine some undesirable 

impacts/effects? 

- Are there regional differences in the occurrence and 

seriousness of consumer problems? 

- To what extent are these regional differences 

significant? 

- To what extent does the national approach taken to solve 

problems generate negative impacts/effects in some 

regions? How are these affecting the magnitude of the 

overall impacts/effects of the component? 

- To what extent is it possible to reflect regional 

differences in proposals for corrective actions? 

- To what extent is it possible to reduce negative 

impacts/effects by recognizing regional differences in 

proposals for corrective actions? 

- How are traders affected by the provision of 

standards/regulations? Do traders favour mandatory 

standards as opposed to voluntary ones? Why? 

- Are regulations/standards unfair to smaller traders? Can 

these be considered as barriers to entry in some 

industries? Which ones? 
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- Can regional differences be identified regarding the 

manner in which regulations/standards are affecting 

traders in general? In particular industries? 

- Which industries are more affected by the legislation and 

regulations? What is the economic structure of these 

particular industries? Which variables are influencing 

the purchasers' decision-making process within these 

affected industries? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting importers? 

Exporters? To what extent are regulations/standards 

affecting the performance of Canadian producers abroad? 

Which ones are more affected? 

iv) Achievement of objectives issues  ' 

- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by other CCAC's 

components, other Federal departments, and the provinces 

as regards the consumer protection against product 

misrepresentations? 

- What would be the benefits of eliminating or reducing 

overlap, duplication if it exists? Would it be benefi-

cial to integrate all CCAC's and other federal depart-

ments' activities dealing with consumer protection? 

- To what extent and how are international standards affec-

ting the various groups on which the component's activi-

ties have an impact? 
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B) Survey of the Public:  

It is expected that the public survey will provide 
information on the following potential evaluation questions: 

i) Rationale issues  

- Are the consumer products/commodities now subject to the 

component's activities part of Canadian constimer markets 
where informational market failures can be expected to 

occur or already exist? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 

the component's activities, which should be considered? 

- What type of information is required by consumers in 

order to  facilitate effective consumer choices? 

- Is the type of information provided by the 

regulations/standards administered by the component 

related to known consumer .information needs? 

- To what extent is the ranking of consumer problems as 

established by the component to guide resource allocation 

decisions consistent with the priority given to them by 

consumers themselves? 

To what extent do Canadian consumers utilize information 

prior to make a purchasing decision? 

- To what extent are the types of information (quality, 

composition, quantity, labelling and packaging standards) 

that the component ensures Canadian consumers are 

provided with, significant to their decision-making 

process? 
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- What are the factors affecting the Canadian consumer's 

use of information? 

- Is the information provided through the component's acti-

vities useful to facilitate the consumer's decision-

making process? Are Canadian consumers actually using 
the informa .Èion? 

- Are consumers aware of the utility of the information 

provided through the regulations/standards developed by 

the component? 

- Do particular consumers' characteristics favour the 

existence of informational gaps? / Can these be related to 

specific cases or types of products/commodities? 

- Are the regulations/standards administered by the compo-

nent assisting Canadian consumers in differentiating pro-

ducts and reducing informational gaps? 

- In the absence of regulations, how would consumers react 

and to what extent would they search for ways to fill 

their informational gaps? 

ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Are there regional differences in the occurrence and 
seriousness of consumer problems? Are these significant? 

- Who actually benefits from the component's activities 

regarding the information about goods and services, 

(society at large, special groups, high income, well-

educated, traders, consumers, politicians, etc.)? Can 

regional differences be identified? 
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iii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- Were consumers actually protected against product 

misrepresentation through the development of standards/ 

regulations by the component? Under which conditions? 

- Was the information provided through the component's 

activities used to facilitate consumer choices and 

differentiation among products? 

- What would have happened if some products/commodities had 

not been regulated? 

- Are there other activities which could be considered as 

alternative means of delivering the component's outputs? 

IV. Expert Opinion: 

Potential evaluation questions that could be addressed 

in the expert opinion module are presented below: 

i) Rationale issues  

- What are the circumstances under which informational 

imperfections are likely to arise? 

- In which Canadian consumer markets are conditions for 

informational market failures most likely to be present? 

- Are the existing government interventions as depicted by 

the component's activities addressing the type of 

informational market failures identified in Canadian 

consumer markets? 
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- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situaticel? 

- What type of information  is required by consumers in 

order to facilitate effective consumer choices? 

- Is the type of information provided by the 

regulations/standards administered by the component 

related to known consumer information needs? 

- To what extent is the ranking of consumer problems as 

established by the component to guide resource allocation 

decisions consistent with the priority given to them by 

consumers themselves? 

- What is the most appropriate or optimal level of 

intervention? 

- What are the key factors/variables affecting the costs 

and benefits of different levels of intervention? 

- Are present environmental, economic, social, behavioural 

or other conditions different from those prevailing at 

the time all or part of the component's activities were 

introduced? 

If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 

- Given the current socio-economic environment,  are the 

goods and services affected by the component's activities 

the right ones? Should the list be contracted or expan-

ded? 
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- To what extent would market forces be expected to correct 

all or part of consumer informational problems (given 

present socio-economic conditions and traders' code of 

ethics)? 

- To what extent do Canadian consumers utilize information 

prior to make a purchasing decision? 

- To what extent are the types of information (quality, 

composition, quantity, labelling and packaging standards) 

that the component ensures Canadian consumers are provi-
ded with, significant to their decision-making process? 

- What are the factors affecting the Canadian consumer's 

use of information? 

- Does the information provided through the component's 

activities facilitate consumer's decision-making 

process? Are Canadian consumers actually using the 
information? 

- Are consumers aware of the utility of the information 
provided through the regulations/standards developed by 
the component? 

Do particular consumer or product characteristics create 

conditions favourable to the existence of informational 

gaps? Can these be related to specific cases or types of 

products/commodities? 

- Are the regulations/standards administered by the 

component assisting Canadian consumers in differentiating 
between products and reducing the informational gaps? 
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- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

information41 market failures? 

- Could the outputs generated by the remedies be plausibly 

linked to the attainment of the objectives of the 

component? 

- Are the present component's outputs plausibly linked to 

the objectives of the component? 

ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Do the stated component's objectives correspond to 

impacts and effects expected to result from the 

component's activities and outputs? 

- To what extent is it plausible to link the component's 

activities and outputs to the stated and/or unstated 

intended impacts/effects? 

- To what extent and how could these intended 

impacts/effects be quantified? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? Under which conditions would 

these occur? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? Internatio-

nally? 
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- Are there regional differences in the occurrence and 

seriousness of consumer problems? Are these 

significant?. Is it possible to reflect regional 

differences in proposals for corrective actions? 

iii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- How realistic are the objectives considering the nature 

and scope of the component's activities? 

- Why is it realistic to expect the component's activities 

ta  result in the achievement of the stated objectives? 

- What are the links between the component's mandate, acti-

vities and outputs that would logically lead to the 

expectation that the activities will result in the 

component meeting its objectives? 

iv) Alternatives issues  

o  

- Are there alternative corrective actions that could be 

considered based on economic or marketing theories? What 

are these corrective actions? 

- In general, what are the advantages/disadvantages of the 

various alternatives that have been identified? 

- To what extent is it possible for the identified alterna-

tives to achieve the component's objectives? 

- Would the alternative corrective actions previously iden-

tified, be relevant for the correction of specific 

informational market failures which the component is 

expected to solve? 
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- Under what circumstances would the alternative correc-

tive actions be more appropriate? 

- For which products/services are the alternative 

corrective actions more applicable? What are the 

variables, factors affecting the extent of applicability 

of alternatives? 

- To what extent is each alternative under consideration 

incentive compatible with market incentives? For which 

products/commodities and/or services would this principle 

be more important? To what extent would the non-respect 

of this principle affect the effectiveness of the alter-

native? Which conditions/favours favour the attainment 

of this principle? 

- To what extent is each alternative under consideration 

flexible enough to induce the future behaviour of econo-

mic agents? For which particular products/commodities 

and/or services, would it be important to satisfy this 

principle? To what extent would the non-satisfaction of 

this principle affect the effectiveness of the alterna-

tive in question? Which conditions/factors favour the 

satisfaction of this principle? 

- Are there countries which choose different approaches to 

correct the type of market failures that the component's 

activities and outputs are expected to correct? For 

which specific products/commodities and/or services were 

alternatives applied? To what extent were these alterna-

tives effective in these countries? Why were these 

alternatives effective in these countries? Why were they 

effective? How was the effectiveness measured? 
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- What are the benefits to be derived from each 
alternative? Can these be estimated and how? Are there 
intangible enefits which cannot be measured? What are 
they? Are the benefits changing over time? What are the 
variables/factors affecting the magnitude of the 
benefits? To whom are the benefits likely to accrue? 

- What are the costs associated with the implementation of 
each alternative? Are there variables/factors 

influencing the magnitude of these? Are there hidden 
costs that cannot be estimated? Are there variable costs 
subject to changes over time? 

- What factors other than cost-effectiveness measures can 
be used to assess a) the effectiveness of each alterna-

tive and b) its desirability from a social point of view? 

V. Case studies  

a) Evaluation study  

Potential evaluation questions that could be addressed 

by the case study module of regulated and non-regulated 
products/commodities are stated below: 

i) Rationale issues  

- Are the consumer products/commodities now subject to the 

component's activities part of Canadian consumer markets 

where informational market failures can be expected to 

occur or already exist? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 

the component's activities, which should be considered? 
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- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situation? 

- Is the type of information provided by the regulations/ 

standards administered by the component related to known 

consumer information needs? 

- Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost/effective levels of intervention? 

- If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 

- Given the current socio-economic environment, are the 

goods and commodities affected by the component's activi-
ties the right ones? Should the list be contracted or 
expanded? 

- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

informational market failures? 

- In the absence of regulations, would traders be motivated 

to supply the type of information mandated by the 
regulations? If yes, how much would they provide? For 

which specific products/commodities? 

- Would these means/remedies generate outputs similar to 

the ones derived from the component's activities? What 

type of outputs could be expected from these remedies? 
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ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Given the cemponent's activities and outputs, what are 

the unintended impacts/effects that could result from the 

component? 

- What effects do regulations and standards have on the 

efficiency, orderliness and economy in particular sectors 

of the marketplace? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? Under which conditions would 

these occur? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? 

Inte'rnationally? 

- Is it possible to determine the magnitude of potential 

unintended effects? How would these be measured? 

- Is it possible to change the magnitude/extent of negative 

impacts/effects without negatively affecting the bene-

fits? How would it be possible? 

- To what extent does the national approach taken to solve 

problems generate negative impacts/effects in some 

regions? How are these affecting the magnitude of the 

overall impacts/effects of the component? 

- To-what extent is it possible to reduce negative 

impacts/effects by recognizing regional differences in 

proposals for corrective actions? 
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- How are traders affected by the provision of 

standards/regulations? Do traders favour mandatory 

standards as;opposed to voluntary ones? Why? 

- Are regulations/standards unfair to smaller traders? Can 

these be considered as barriers to entry in some 

industries? Which ones? 

- Which industries are more affected by the legislation and 

regulations? What is the economic structure of these • 

particular industries? Which variables are influencing 

the purchasers' decision-making process within these 

affected industries? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting importers? 

Exporters? To what extent are regulations/standards 

affecting the performance of Canadian producers abroad? 

Which ones are more affected? 

- To what extent are Canadian consumers affected by the 

impacts/effects that the regulations/standards have on 

the level of imported goods/commodities? On their 

prices? 

- What are the quantifiable benefits resulting from the 

component's activities? What is the level of these 

quantifiable benefits? 

- What are the non-quantifiable benefits? How can these be 

assessed? 

- What are the costs of these impacts/effects? 

- Is it possible to determine some undesirable 

impact/effects? 
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- To what extent is it possible to reduce or eliminate 

these and at the sanie  time reduce costs without affecting 

the level of/benefits? 

- To what extent is it possible to increase the net 

benefits? 

iii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by other CCAC 

components, other Federal departments, and the provinces 

as regards consumer protection against product 

misrepresentation? 

iv) Alternatives issues  

- Are there other alternative corrective actions that could 

be considered? What are these other corrective actions? 

- In general, what are the advantages/disadvantages of the 

various alternatives that have been identified? 

- What are the costs (public and private) associated with 

the implementation of each alternative? How can these 

costs be estimated? Are there variables/factors influen-

cing the magnitude of these costs? Are there hidden 

costs that cannot be estimated? Are there variable costs 

subject to changes over time? Are there regional diffe-

rences in the costs of each alternative? 

- What are the benefits to be derived from each 

alternative? Can these be estimated and how? Are there 

intangible benefits which cannot be measured? What are 
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they? Are the benefits changing over time? What are the 

variables/factors affecting the magnitude of the 

benefits? 

b) Regulatory evaluation study  

In the case of the Regulatory evaluation study the 

following potential evaluation questions could be addressed 

through the case study methodology: 

i) Relevance of Regulations Issues  

- What are the objectives (both formal and informal) of the 

regulations under study? Are these clearly defined? 

Would informal objectives be more appropriate? 

- Did socio-economic conditions change since the 

introduction of the regulations? If yes, in what respect 

did they change? To what extent do these changes affect 

the relevance of the regulations? 

- Have other similar programs/regulations (federal and/or 

provincial) been implemented since the introduction of 

these regulations? To what extent do these overlap or 

duplicate the regulations being studied? Are the objec-

tives for these programs/regulations similar to the ones 

pertaining to the regulations in question? 

- Who.benefits from the regulations? Are there regional 

differences in the distribution of the target 

population? To what extent are target groups affected by 

the regulations? 
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- What is the magnitude of the value of goods and 

commodities subject to these regulations? Has the value 

of goods ancjycommodities changed over time? To what 

extent has it changed? 

ii) Impacts and Effects Issues  

- What are the impacts and effects resulting from the 

regulations on the affected parties? on the economy in 

general (inflation, unemployment)? How are these 

distributed among parties? 

- Did the impacts and effects contribute to the achievement 

of the objectives of the regulations? 

- Are unintended impacts and effects counteracting or 

re-enforcing the intended ones? To what extent? 

- What is the economic value of the benefits consumers 

derive from these regulations? In particular, what is 

the value of the reduction in information gathering 

costs? What is the value of avoiding wrong purchases? 

- What is the value of the regulatory activity for those 

being regulated? What is the value of possible 

non-tariff trade protection that could result from the 

Traded Goods regulations? 

- To what extent do other interested parties benefit from 

the regulations? 

- What are the costs of the regulations being analy‘sed? 

Who bears the costs of these regulations? Are the prices 

of consumer products affected by the regulations? What 

is the value of the changes in prices? 
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- What is the opportunity cost to society of these 
regulations? What is the value of the reduction in 

product diversity resulting from the implementation of 
the regulati'ons? 

- In the case of each party affected by the regulations, is 
it possible to determine the cost/benefit ratio or the 

present value of net benefit? 

- To what extent and how can the costs and benefits of the 
unintended impacts and effects affect the effectiveness 
of the regulations? 

iii) Types and Level of Standardization  

- What types of standards are mandated through these 
regulations? Are those standards appropriate to achieve 

the objectives of the regulations? Are those appropriate 
given the actual socio-economic conditions? 

- Given the products/commodities regulated, is it possible 

to develop different standards to meet the objectives of 
the regulations? 

- What would happen in the absence of these standards? 

- What was the structure of the industry affected by the 

standards prior to their implementation? What is the 

present structure of the industry? 

- If the structure of the industry has changed, to what 

extent is the change due to the implementation of  stan-

dards? 
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- What was the price structure of the markets affected by 

the standards prior to their imposition? What is it 

now? To what extent have standards impacted on the price 

structure? To what extent has the implementation of 

standards resulted in a reduction of products available 

within the economic sector affected by them? 

- What is the value of the benefits derived from the 

standards imposed by the regulations? Who benefits from 

them? 

- What are the costs of these standards? Who is supporting 

these costs? 

- How would a change in the level or type of 

standardization affect both the costs and benefits 

expected from the standards? 

- Is there a minimum level of standardization necessary for 

specific products/commodities markets to function effec-

tively? Are present regulations ensuring that this mini-

mum level is attained? 

VI. Consultations  

A) Consultations with Consumer Groups/Associations  

i) Rationale issues  

- In which Canadian consumer markets are conditions for 

informational market failures most likely to be present? 
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- To what extent does the prevalence of existing 

informational market failures constitute significant gaps 

for the eff4..piency of consumer markets? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 

the component's activities, which should be considered? 

- Are the existing government interventions as depicted by 

the component's activities addressing the type of 

informational market failures identified in Canadian 

consumer markets? 

- What type of information is required by consumers in 

order to facilitate effective consumer choices? 

- To what extent is the ranking of consumer problems as 

established by the component to guide resource allocation 

decisions consistent with the priority given to them by 

consumers themselves? 

- Are present environmental, economic, social, behavioural 

or other conditions different from those prevailing at 

the time all or part of the component's activities were 

introduced? 

- To what extent do Canadian consumers utilize information 

prior to make a purchasing decision? 

- To what extent are the types of information (quality, 

composition, quantity, labelling and packaging standards) 

that the component ensures Canadian consumers are 

provided with, significant to their decision-making 

process? 
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- What are the factors affecting the Canadian consumer's 

use of information? 

- Does the information provided through the component's 

activities facilitate consumer's decision-making 

process? Are Canadian consumers actually using the 
information? 

- Are consumers aware of the utility of the information 

provided through regulations/standards developed by the 

component? 

- Do particular consumer or product characteristics create 

conditions favourable to the existence of informational 

gaps? Can these be related to specific cases or types of 

products/commodities? 

- Are the regulations/standards administered by the 

component assisting Canadian consumers in differentiating 

between products and reducing the informational gaps? 

- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

informational market failures? 

- In the absence of regulations, how would consumers react 

and to what extent would they search for ways to fill 

their informational gaps? 

- Would these means, remedies generate outputs similar to 

the ones derived from the component's activities? If no, 

what type of outputs could be expected from these 

remedies? 
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- Could the outputs generated by the remedies be plausibly 
linked to the attainment of the objectives of the 
component? ,Y 

- Are the present component's outputs plausibly linked to 
the objectives of the component? 

ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Are there regional differences in the occurrence and 
seriousness of consumer problems? 

- To what extent are these regional differences 
significant? 

- Who actually benefits from the component's activities 

(society at large, special groups, low, middle or high 

income, well-educated or uneducated, traders, consumers, 

politicians, etc.)? 	Can regional differences be 

identified? 

- Are consumer organizations aware of any negative impacts/ 

effects the components may cause to the consumer in 

general? 

ii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by other CCAC's 

components, other Federal departments, and the provinces 

as regards the consumer protection against product 

misrepresentations? 

- How do consumers consider the component's activities? 
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- Were consumers actually protected against product misre-

presentation through the development of standards/ regu-

lations by tbe component? Under which conditions? 

- Was the information provided through the component's 

activities used to facilitate consumer choices and diffe-

rentiation among products? 

- What would have happened if some products/commodities had 

not been regulated? 

iv) Alternatives issues  

- Are there other activities which could be considered as 

alternative means of delivering the component's outputs? 

- What are the informatio'nal market failures that the 

component's activities are designed to correct? What are 

the reasons for the existence of these informational 

market failures? 

- Would the alternative corrective actions previously iden-

tified, be relevant for the correction of specific 

informational market failures which the component is 

expected to solve? 

- Under what circumstances would the alternative corrective 

actions be more appropriate? 

B) Consultations with Trader/Industry Associations  

i) Rationale issues  

- Are the consumer products/commodities subject to the 

component's activities part of Canadian consumer markets 
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where informational market failures can be expected to 

occur or already exist? 

- Are there areas of consumer markets not now subject to 

the component's activities, which should be considered? 

- Are the existing government interventions as depicted by 

the component's activities addressing the type of 

informational market failures identified in Canadian 

consumer markets? 

- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situation? 

- What is the most appropriate or optimal level of 

intervention? 

- Does this optimal level change over time? 

- Is it possible to "tailor" the level of intervention to 

specific consumer products/commodities and/or services 

sectors? 

- Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost/effective levels of intervention? 

- What are the key factors/variables affecting the costs 

and benefits of different levels of intervention? 

- Are present environmental, economic, social, behavioural 

or other conditions different from those prevailing at 

the time all or part of the component's activities were 

introduced? 
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- If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 

- Given the current socio-economic environment, are the 

goods and commodities affected by the component's activi-

ties the right ones? Should the list be contracted or 

expanded? 

- To what extent would market forces be expected to correct 

all or part of consumer information problems (given 

present socio-economics conditions and sellers' code of 

ethics)? 

- Are consumers aware of the utility of the information 

provided through the regulations/standards developed by 

the component? 

- Which means/remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

informational market failures? 

- In the absence of regulations, would traders be motivated 

to supply the type of information mandated by the regula-

tions? If yes, how much would they provide? For which 

specific products/commodities? 

ii) Impacts and effects issues  

- Given the component's activities and outputs, what are 

the unintended impacts/effects that could result from the 

component? 
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- What effects do regulations and standards have on the 
efficiency, orderliness and economy in particular sectors 
of the marketplace? 

- Is it possible for regulations/standards to favour market 

inefficiencies such as increases in costs/prices and 

decreases in competition? Under which conditions would 
these occur? 

- How are regulations/standards affecting the capability of 

Canadian producers to compete domestically? 

Internationally? 

- Is it possible to determine the magnitude of these poten-
tial unintended effects? How would these be measured? 

What is the magnitude? 

- Is it possible to change the magnitude/extent of negative 

impacts/effects without negatively affecting the 

benefits? How would it be possible? 

- To what extent is it possible to reflect regional differ-

ences in proposals for corrective actions? 

- How are traders affected by the provision of standards/ 

regulations? Do traders favour mandatory standards as 

opposed to voluntary ones? Why? 

- Are regulations/standards unfair to smaller traders? Can 

these be considered as barriers to entry in some 

industries? Which ones? 

- Can regional differences be identified regarding the 

manner in which regulations/standards are affecting 

traders in general? In particular industries? 
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- Which industries are more affected by the legislation and 

regulations? What is the economic structure of these 
particular industries? Which variables are influencing 
the purchaser's decision-making process within these 

affected industries? 

- How are regulations/standards.affecting importers? 

Exporters? To what extent are regulations/standards 

affecting the performance of Canadian producers abroad? 

Which ones are more affected? 

- To what extent are Canadian consumers affected by the 

impacts/effects the regulations/standards have on the 

level of imported goods/commodities? On their prices? 

- What are the quantifiable benefits resulting from the 

component's activities? What is the level of these 

quantifiable benefits? 

- What are the non-quantifiable benefits? How can these be 

assessed? 

- What are the costs of these impacts/effects? 

- Is it possible to determine some undesirable impacts/ 

effects? 

- To what extent is it possible to reduce or eliminate 

these and at the same time reduce costs without affecting 

the level of benefits? 

- To. what extent is it possible to increase the net 

benefits? 
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iii) Achievement of objectives issues  

- In which areas is it possible to encounter overlap or 

duplication in the activities performed by other CCAC's 

components, other Federal departments, and the provinces 

as regards the consumer protection against product 

misrepresentation? 

- What would be the net benefits of eliminating or reducing 

overlap or duplication if it exists? Would it be 

beneficial to integrate all CCAC's and other federal 

departments' activities dealing with consumer protection? 

- Where no formalized delineation has been established, 

would it be beneficial to formally delineate the role of 

each program responsible for part of the attainment of 

the component's objectives? 

- In general, are standards developed by international 

standard writing organizations more or less restrictive 

than Canadian standards and/or proposals? Which ones are 

more restrictive, which ones are less restrictive? Why? 

Are some conflicting with Canadian ones? Which ones and 

why? 

- What would have happened if some products/commodities had 

not been regulated? 

iv) Alternatives issues  

- What are the various alternatives that could be 

considered when attempting to solve a particular consumer 

problem? 
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- In general, what are the advantages/disadvantages of the 

various alternatives that have been identified? 

- What are the informational market failures that the 

component's activities are designed to correct? What are 
the reasons for the existence of these informational 
market failures? 

- Would the alternative corrective actions previously 

identified, be relevant for the correction of specific 

informational market failures which the component is 
expected to solve? 

- Under what circumstances would the alternative corrective 
actions be more appropriate? 

- For which products/commodities and/or services are alter-
native corrective actions more applicable? What are the 

variables, factors affecting the extent of applicability 

of alternatives? 

- To what extent is each alternative under consideration 

incentive compatible with market incentives? For which 

products/commodities and/or services would this principle 

be more important? To what extent would the non-respect 

of this principle affect the effectiveness of the alter-

native? Which conditions/factors favour the attainment 

of this principle? 

- To what extent is each alternative under consideration 

flexible enough to induce the future behaviour of 

economic agents? For which particular products/services 

would it be important to satisfy this principle? To what 
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extent, would the non-satisfaction of this principle 

affect the effectiveness of the alternative in question? 

Which conditions/factors favour the satisfaction of this 

principle? 	,., 

- What are the costs (public and private) associated with 

the implementation of each alternative? How can these 

costs be estimated? Are there variables/factors 

influencing the magnitude of these costs? Are there 
hidden cost that cannot be estimated? Are there variable 

costs subject to changes over time? Are there regional 

differences in the costs of each alternative? 

- What are the benefits to be derived from each 

alternative? Can  thèse  be estimated and how? Are there 

intangible benefits which cannot be measured? What are 

they? Are the benefits changing over time? What are the 

variables/factors affecting the magnitude of the 

benefits? 

- For which alternatives do benefits outweigh the cost? 

this the case for the existing corrective actions? 

- What factors other than cost-effectiveness measures can 

be used to assess a) the effectiveness of each alter-

native and b) its desirability from a social point of 

view? 

VII. Impact Analysis  

A) Specific Sets of Regulations  

As regards the study of specific sets of regulations, 

the impact analysis methodology would address this 

following type of potential evaluation questions: 
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i) Impacts and effects issues  

- Who benefits from the regulations? Are there regional 

differences in the distribution of the target 
populations? • To what extent are target groups affected 

by the regulations? 

- What is the magnitude of the value of goods and 

commodities subject to these regulations? Has the value 

of goods and commodities changed over time? To what 

extent has it changed? 

- What is the economic value of the benefits consumers 

derive from the regulations under study? In particular, 

what is the value of the reduction in information 

gathering costs? 

- What is the value of the regulatory activity for those 

being regulated? What is the value of possible non-

tariff trade protection that could result from the Traded 

Goods regulations? 

- To what extent do other interested parties benefit from 

the regulations? 

- What are the costs of the regulations being analysed? 

Who bears the costs of these regulations? Are the prices 

of consumer products affected by the regulations? What 

is the value of the changes in prices? 
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B) Cost Effectiveness of Alternatives  

As mentioned previously, it would be very productive 
to use the impaqt analysis methodology to assess the 

effectiveness of each alternative that could be considered 

to meet the regulations' objectives. Examples of evaluation 

questions that could be addressed in this particular case 

are the following: 

i) Alternatives issues  

- What are
(
the costs (public and private) associated with 

the implementation of each alternative? How can these 

costs be estimated? Are there variables/factors 

influencing the magnitude of these costs? Are there 
hidden costs that cannot be estimated? Are there 

variable costs subject to changes over time? Are there 

regional differences in the costs of each alternative? 

- What are the benefits to be derived from each alterna-

tive? Can these be estimated and how? Are there intan-

gible benefits which cannot be measured? Are the bene-

fits changing over time? What are the variables/factors 

affecting the magnitude of the benefits? 

- For which alternatives do benefits outweigh the costs? 

Is this the case for the existing corrective actions? 

- What factors other than cost-effectiveness measures can 

be used to assess a) the effectiveness of each 

alternative and b) its desirability from a social point 

of view? 
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- Are government interventions inhibiting and/or preventing 

market forces from exercising their role in redressing 

the situation? 

- Is the type of information provided by the regulations/ 

standards administered by the component related to known 

consumer information needs? 

- Is it possible to distinguish essential, beneficial and 

cost/effective levels of intervention? 

- If socio-economic environmental conditions have changed, 

would the changes justify a re-orientation or change in 

the rationale for the component? 

- Given the current socio-economic environment, are the 

goods and commodities affected by the component's activi-

ties the right ones? Should the list be contracted or 

expanded? 

- Which means, remedies could be considered when studying 

the most appropriate way to respond to consumer 

informational market failures? 

- In the absence of regulations, would traders be motivated 

to supply the type of information mandated by the 

regulations? If yes, how much would they provide? For 

which specific products/commodities? 

- Would these means/remedies generate outputs similar to 

the ones derived from the component's activities? What 

type of outputs could be expected from these remedies? 
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- What is the opportunity cost to society of these 

regulations? What is the value of the reduction in 

product diversity resulting from the implementation of 

the regulations? 

In the case of each party affected by the regulations, is 

it possible to determine the cost/benefit ratio or the 

value of net benefit? 

- To what extent and how can the costs and benefits of the 

unintended impacts and effects affect the effectiveness 

of the regulations? 

ii) Type and level of standardization desired  

- What was the structure of the industry affected by the 

standards prior to their implementation? What is the 

actual structure of the industry? 

- If the structure of the industry has changed, to what 

extent is the changes due to the implementation of 

standards? 

- What was the price structure of the markets affected by 

the standards prior to their imposition? What is it 

now? To what extent have standards impacted on the price 

structure? 

- To what extent has the implementation of standards resul-

ted in a reduction of products available within the eco-

nomic sector affected by them? 

- What is the value of the benefits derived from the stan-

dards imposed by the regulations? Who benefits from 

them? 
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- What are the costs of these standards? Who is supporting 

these costs? 

- How would a change in the level or type of 

standardization affect both the costs and benefits 
expected from the standards? 

- Is there a minimum level of standardization necessary for 

specific products/commodities markets to function 

effectively? Are present regulations ensuring that this 

minimum level is attained? 

VIII. Jurisdicton/mandate  

The type of evaluation questions that could be 
addressed within this methodology can be stated as follows: 

- What are the objectives (both formal and informal) of the 

regulations under study? Are these clearly defined? 
Would the informal objectives be more appropriate? 

- Did socio-economic conditions change since the 

introduction of the regulations? If yes, in what respect 
did they change? To what extent do these changes affect 

the relevance of the regulations? 

- Have other similar programs/regulations (federal and/or 
provincial) been implemented since the introduction of 

these regulations? To what extent do these overlap or 

duplicate the regulations being studied? Are the 

objectives for these programs/regulations similar to the 

ones pertaining to the regulations in question? 
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- What are the impacts and effects resulting from the 

regulations? 

- Did the impacts and effects contribute to the achievement 

of the objectives of the regulations? 

- Are unintended impacts and effects counteracting or 

re-enforcing the intended ones? To what extent? 

- Are there alternatives to achieve the objectives of the 

regulations and/or improve the effectiveness of the 

existing regulations? 
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